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PART 1: INTRODUCTION
1.0 BACKGROUND
The Town of Canmore is located in the Bow River Corridor immediately east of
Banff National Park. The Town is both a service Centre for visitors to the Bow
Corridor region and a home for residents.
The Town was initially established in 1883 as the first stop west of Calgary on the
transcontinental railroad. In the late 1800’s high quality coal seams near the town
led to the advent of the bustling coal mining industry which supported the local
economy for nearly 100 years. In the early 1980’s, the Town shifted its focus to
include tourism as one of the key driving forces of the local economy. As a result,
Canmore has emerged as a major tourism destination Center and a home for over
9,711 permanent residents by 1998.
In 1991, the Town of Canmore annexed a total of 5,390 hectares of land from the
Municipal District of Bighorn No. 8 and Improvement Districts No. 5 and 8. These
lands were required to meet the long-term growth requirements of the Town of
Canmore. In order to review development policies for this large area of future urban
development, and balance the many growth pressures Canmore is currently
experiencing, Council initiated the process of updating its 1992 General Municipal
Plan.
The preparation of this Municipal Development Plan (MDP) involved the MDP
Advisory Committee, the Canmore Planning and Development Department, and
Council. The MDP Advisory Committee was established by Council to represent a
broad cross-section of public service agencies, committees, and interest groups in
Canmore. The Committee provided advice and feedback to the MDP project team
during the preparation of a draft plan.

2.0 ROLE OF THE MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The role of the MDP is to provide the policies and guidelines that will direct the
future growth and development of the Town of Canmore. The Plan is primarily
concerned with the orderly and economic distribution of land uses, the form of future
development, and the protection of key natural areas that are critical to the
ecological preservation of wildlife movements and habitats within the community,
throughout the Bow Corridor, and beyond. The Plan defines the general type and
location of development that will be appropriate in Canmore. This information will
be used by Town Council and administration, residents, and landowners to ensure a
consistent and coordinated approach to decision-making about future development
within the Town. Consequently, the Canmore Municipal Development Plan shall be
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regarded as the principle long-range land use planning instrument of the
municipality.
The Canmore Municipal Development Plan is consistent with Section 632 of the
Municipal Government Act, which states:
A Municipal Development Plan must address:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

the future land use within the municipality;
the manner of and the proposals for future development in
the municipality;
the coordination of land use, future growth patterns and other
infrastructure with adjacent municipalities if there is no intermunicipal development plan with respect to those matters
in those municipalities;
the provision of municipal services and facilities either
generally or specifically; and
contain any other matters that the council considers
necessary.

The Canmore MDP is a statutory plan adopted by bylaw under the provisions of the
Municipal Government Act. The primary distinction between a planning document
adopted by bylaw as compared to other plans adopted by resolution of Council is
that the MGA requires that a public hearing and three readings of the bylaw precede
any changes to a statutory plan.
More detailed planning policies may be established by bylaw through the adoption
of Area Structure Plans for future growth areas, or by Area Redevelopment Plans
for built-up areas that are experiencing redevelopment pressure. Where Council
adopts an Area Structure Plan or Area Redevelopment Plan, such plans must be
consistent with the broad Town-wide policies contained in the MDP.
The Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw is also an important statutory planning tool
for implementing the policies contained in the MDP. The Land Use Bylaw is the
regulatory instrument for implementing the policies of the MDP on a more
detailed site-specific basis. In addition to identifying specific land uses for each
site, the Land Use Bylaw establishes densities and development standards for
development. Amendments to the Land Use Bylaw should be consistent with the
objectives and policies of the Canmore MDP.
The MDP, Area Structure Plans and Area Redevelopment Plans for specific parts of
the Town, and the Land Use Bylaw are all statutory planning documents and as
such, a public hearing and three readings of the bylaw are required prior to adoption
or amendment.
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Views expressed by the general public have been an important source of input in
preparing this MDP. The views, aspirations, and suggestions of residents and
landowners in Canmore have been expressed through participation in standing
committees such as the MDP Advisory Committee, at public open house meetings,
written submissions to the planning team, and through attendance at formal
statutory public hearings of Town Council. Through policies contained in this MDP,
Town Council has clearly indicated that public participation will continue to be a
valued part of the MDP implementation process.

3.0 RELATED PLANS AND STUDIES
A number of other planning documents and studies have been adopted as policy or
received as information by Town of Canmore Council. The major policies,
recommendations and findings of these documents have been incorporated in the
MDP. Where appropriate, abbreviated references to the original source document
are incorporated throughout the text of the MDP to identify the original source of the
policy. The MDP provides an updated and comprehensive set of the major policy
directions that will guide future growth in Canmore. The major documents consulted
in the preparation of the MDP include the following:
ADOPTED AS TOWN POLICY (i.e., by bylaw or resolution of Canmore Council)
By Bylaw:

Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw No. 18, 1986 [LUB];

Town of Canmore General Municipal Plan, 1992 [GMP];

Eagle Terrace Area Structure Plan, 1996 [ETASP];

Town of Canmore Direct Control Bylaw #1-98 - Three Sisters Resorts,
1998 [TSR];
By Resolution:

Master Plan Hyatt Regency Canmore at Banff National Park, 1990 HRC];

Town of Canmore Cultural Policy [CP]; 1992

Family and Community Support Services Program, Social Goals, 1992
[SG];

Economic Development Strategy, 1992 [EDS];

The Town of Canmore Corporate Strategy, 1993 [CS]

Growth Management Strategy, 1995 [GMS];

Water System Master Plan, 1995;

Recommendations from the Canmore Housing Symposium, 1997 [CHS];

Bow Valley Trail Study, 1997 [BVT];

Town of Canmore Business Plan, 1997+[BP];

The Final Report of the Canmore Community Tourism Task Force, 1997
[TTF];
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Engineering Design Standard [EDS]; 1998 and as amended from time to
time;
Open Space Development Guidelines [OSDG]; 1998 and as amended
from time to time;
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley, 1998
[BCEAG].
Mining the Future: A Vision for Canmore, 2006
23-2007
Sustainability Screening Process, 2007
23-2007

ACCEPTED AS INFORMATION (i.e., not approved as Town of Canmore policy as
of May 1998)

The Bow Valley Special Places 2000 Application [SP2000];

Natural Resource Conservation Board Decision Report #9103 – Three
Sisters Resorts Inc., 1992;

Environmentally Significant Areas in the Town of Canmore, 1994 [ESA];

Three Sisters Resorts NRCB Implementation Plan, 1994 [TSR];

Banff-Bow Valley At The Crossroads: Summary Report, 1996 [BBV];

Transportation Study, 1997 [TS];

Town of Canmore Trails and Open Space Concept Plan, 1997 [TOSCP];
and

Canadian Mountain Arts Foundation Objectives, 1997 [MAF].

Town Centre and Gateway Commercial Concept Plan, due May 1998
[CCP];

Hydrogeological Study and Groundwater Development, 1996;

Assessment of Wildlife Corridors within DC Site 1, DC Site 3, and District
“R” (Golder Report)
07-2005
As part of the MDP preparation process a series of three background papers
were also compiled:
1. Assessment of Alternative Land Uses in the C-BM District, 1997
[LUCBM];
2. Town of Canmore Community Profile, 1997 [Profile];
3. Bow Corridor Tourism Trends, 1997 [TT].

4.0 BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS
The achievement of the goals and objectives of this MDP is subject to ongoing
budgetary considerations.
MDP policies and programs recommended for
implementation will be reviewed in light of the availability of funds.
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5.0 SENIOR LEGISLATION AND EXISTING
AGREEMENTS
Policies contained in this document are statutory policy statements of the Town of
Canmore. All municipal policies contained in this document will be implemented
with due respect to the requirements of relevant senior government legislation.
Where requirements of this Plan such as an environmental impact assessment,
socio-economic impact assessment, or visual impact assessment for a particular
development have been prepared for, and approved by the provincial Natural
Resources Conservation Board, and where, in the opinion of Town Council, no
significant or relevant change in the particular development is subsequently
proposed, there will no longer be a requirement to prepare similar assessments or
studies for the Town of Canmore. The Town of Canmore may require additional
information, studies or environmental impact assessment where necessary due to
changes in design of a proposed development or where legitimate municipal
concerns have not previously been addressed and approved by the Natural
Resources Conservation Board.

6.0 GLOSSARY OF SELECTED TERMS
Terminology used throughout this document should be interpreted according to
general usage. Where differing interpretations of a term are possible, the Town of
Canmore Council will determine the intended interpretation. The following selected
terms identify specific housing types that warrant definition and clarification at the
outset.
Perpetually Affordable
Housing

Housing units bought or rented by occupants
who voluntarily forgo enhanced values
associated with the land and/or the dwelling unit
in order to maintain lower monthly occupancy
costs in the short, medium and long term future.
Perpetual affordability is guaranteed through a
land trust which owns, leases or through other
means holds the land.

Non-Profit Housing

Housing units that are developed, operated and
maintained without an economic profit from the
building component realized by the landowner,
developer or resident.

Special Needs Housing

Housing that is developed, operated and
maintained for residents that would otherwise
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have difficulty securing appropriate residential
accommodation and associated services.
Special needs housing includes group homes,
senior citizens homes, nursing homes, and
accessible, barrier-free, housing for the
physically handicapped.
Entry-Level Housing

Entry-level housing is housing that provides
reasonably priced starter home opportunities for
permanent Canmore residents. Entry-level
housing must be approved by Council as
providing accommodation appropriate to current
and anticipated needs of low to moderate
income Canmore residents. Both single family
and multi-family units may qualify as Entry-level
housing. In the case of single family units, the
provision of a secondary rental suite will
normally be required to qualify as Entry-level
housing.
“Qualified” Entry-level housing is
housing that has been approved by Council as
meeting the above-noted statement of intent.

Staff Accommodation

Staff accommodation refers to residential
accommodation units that are built and/or
operated for the sole purpose of housing
employees or staff of a commercial, industrial, or
institutional enterprise located in the Town of
Canmore.

Slope Adaptive Housing

Slope adaptive housing incorporates specific
building and site design methods that minimize
the impact of site development on the natural
environment, ensures slope stability, and
responds to the aesthetic opportunities
presented by construction on sloping lands.
Techniques that commonly define slope
adaptive housing include, but are not necessarily
limited to the following:
 Use of clustered or stacked buildings
terraced up a slope to reduce perceived
scale and reveal the underlying terrain
inclination;
 separation of circulation networks for cars
and pedestrians;
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Wildland/Urban Interface

designs that provide an aesthetic scale, form,
siting and detailing of structures (especially
roof-lines) when viewed from afar;
designs that preserve important sight lines,
views, overlooks, and/or landmark natural
features;
site design that minimizes the modification of
the natural terrain;
designs such as; split levels, and/or floor
elevations that step in increments up the
slope;
site designs that restore disturbed terrain to a
natural appearance;
use of roof-line and building massing designs
to echo the angles and shapes repeated in
the natural landscape, break up the building
mass to conform to the slope, and use
indigenous materials and compatible colors

Areas where structures are built to the expanses
of combustible vegetation.

7.0 ORGANIZATION OF THE PLAN
Part 1 and 2 of the MDP provide background information about the role of the
Plan and recent growth trends in Canmore. These Parts are presented for
information only and should not be interpreted as policy statements.
Part 3 of the Plan provides a vision of the type of community that Canmore
should be in the future. A broad set of goals identify the key directions that the
Town will pursue in order to achieve this vision. This section also provides an
overview of the major elements in the Land Use Concept Map. Part 3 contains a
mix of background information, descriptive information, rationale, and
recommendations. This section is not intended to be interpreted as official policy
of the Town of Canmore, but as a context with which to guide policy
interpretation.
Parts 4, 5, and 6 of the MDP contain statutory policy statements. Each section
contains specific statements that are identified as Policies in the section header.
Each policy is further identified by an alphabetical identifier (i.e., “a”, “b”, etc.).
Throughout the Plan, the Background and Objectives sections are not intended
to be interpreted as Town of Canmore policy, but as a context with which to
guide policy interpretation.
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Maps 1 to 9 are essential components of the MDP that describe statutory policy
of the Town of Canmore. Substantive changes to areas shown on these maps
will require an amendment to the MDP.
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PART 2: COMMUNITY CONTEXT
1.0 EXISTING SITUATION
The Town of Canmore is located approximately 90 kilometers west of the City of
Calgary and 20 kilometers east from the Town of Banff. In 1998 the Town had a
permanent resident population of 9,711 (1998) and is a government and business
Center for residents and employers of Canmore, Banff National Park, Kananaskis
Country, Stoney Indian Reserve, and the MD of Bighorn including the Hamlets of
Exshaw, Harvie Heights, Dead Man’s Flats, Lac des Arcs, and the Settlement of
Seebe.
Although Canmore was originally built around railway, coal mining and other
extraction industries, the Town has become the focus of considerable tourismrelated development interest and an attractive residential location. Two large resort
developments have been given an initial level of approval and resort development is
expected to begin during the next few years. These developments will lead to
significant peak visitor population levels and stimulate additional permanent and
non-permanent residential population growth.
Following the release of the Banff-Bow Valley Report by the federal government in
1996, tourism related development in Banff National Park and the Town of Banff, in
particular, will be restricted. The resultant spill-over of commercial and residential
demand from the Banff area will be felt in Canmore and is expected to increase in
the future. All of these potential sources of growth and demand for activity have
significant social, economic and environmental implications for Canmore’s future.
The Town is experiencing low levels of entry-level and rental housing along with a
limited supply of land for general industrial land uses.
Canmore is extraordinary in terms of its environmental setting within a system of
critical Rocky Mountain ecosystem wildlife movement corridors. The Town has
responded to this setting in recent years by ensuring that wildlife movement
corridors and habitat areas are protected prior to development. Maintaining the
quality of the natural mountain environment within the Town’s boundary as a first
priority is recognized as critical to ecological viability of the wildlife movement
corridors and wildlife habitat areas throughout the Bow Corridor region and beyond.

During the open house meeting held at the beginning of the MDP process, Town
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residents indicated priorities for future community development. Priorities include
the following:









Keep Canmore as a “green”, environmentally friendly, Town;
Protect wildlife corridors within and around the Town;
Manage growth and set targets to control the rate of growth;
Keep Canmore as a viable, balanced, community where residents enjoy
a high quality of life;
Maximize the safety, convenience and attractiveness of walking and
cycling rather than accommodating the private automobile;
Accommodate small businesses, home occupations and small retail and
light industrial operations;
Ensure that entry-level housing is available in Canmore for those who live
and work in Canmore; and
Ensure residents and community groups are involved and represented in
municipal decision-making.

The challenge for the Town during the next few years will be to manage growth
effectively to ensure the natural environment of the Town is protected while
providing a high level of services for both visitors and residents.

2.0 RECENT GROWTH TRENDS
The following section describes some of the recent growth trends that are being
faced by Canmore. The Town undertakes an annual census program for purposes
of monitoring population, household, and other demographic indicators. Monitoring
of these and other components of growth will play an important role in allowing the
Town to address the social, economic, and environmental impacts associated with
growth.

2.1

Population

Between 1992 and 1997, Canmore grew from a population of 6,026 permanent
residents to 9,015 permanent residents, a 49.6% increase in the permanent
population. During this period the annual rate of population growth has ranged from
a low of 6.5% in 1995 to a high of 10% in 1996. Annual growth during the 19961997 period for which data is available was 7.4%.
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In addition to the permanent resident population, the 1997 Census indicated a total
of 633 dwelling units occupied by a non-permanent (i.e. second homes) population
of 1,468 persons. During the 1996-1997 period the non-permanent population
increased by 213 persons or 16.9%. The demand for second homes is expected to
grow during the next decade.
Based on available developable land within the Town boundary and existing land
use bylaw designations for future growth areas, the total resident population of
Canmore (permanent and non-permanent) is expected to grow from 10,483 in 1997
to approximately 30,000 persons once all developable land in new growth areas is
built-out. The timing for this “build-out” will depend on the actual demand that
occurs and the success of the Town in managing the rate of growth. The Town of
Canmore has no control over the “demand” for housing units and limited control of
the number of people residing within the Town at any time. However, assuming that
strong demand rates continue for the foreseeable future and assuming the Town
successfully controls the rate of construction of new dwelling units to approximately
6% per year, the estimated “build-out” population level of 30,000 persons could be
achieved by the year 2013 (see Part 6, Table 1 for Estimated Build-Out calculation).

2.2

Households and Dwelling Units

The total number of dwelling units in Canmore has increased from 2,607 in 1991 to
4,169 in 1997, representing an average annual growth of approximately 10% per
year.
In 1997, 633 non-permanent households represented about 15% of all
household dwelling units measured by the Census. The proportion of ownership
housing has been rising during recent years while the proportion of rental dwelling
units has declined. Continuation of these market dynamics presents a concern
where a high proportion of economic growth and new jobs are found in the relatively
low-wage service sector associated with the tourism industry.
Based on existing land use designations and policies contained in this Plan, it is
expected that Canmore will have the ability to accommodate a total inventory of
11,918 dwelling units by the time that developable land within the Town is built-out
(see Part 6, Table 1). In addition to the existing stock of 4,169 units, it is expected
that an additional 6,949 units will be accommodated in future growth areas and
about 800 new units will be accommodated through redevelopment and infill in the
existing built-up area. For the foreseeable future this total of 11,918 units should be
considered the maximum residential growth that can be accommodated within the
Town boundary. In the longer-term the ultimate level of ongoing intensification that
might be accommodated on an environmentally appropriate and sustainable basis
will be the subject of future considerations.

2.3

Employment
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In 1997, approximately 75 percent of Canmore’s adult population were employed.
Between 1991 and 1996 shifts in the type of employment in Canmore have
occurred. During this period, employment in the professional services, construction
and manufacturing sectors has doubled. Employment in the accommodation and
food industries has doubled during the 1991 to 1996 period. Future employment
growth in the short to medium term will continue to reflect Canmore’s role as a
major tourism destination.
Employment in the personal services, visitor
accommodation, retail trade and construction industry are expected to increase.
According to the 1997 municipal census, 57.5% of employed residents work in
Canmore, including close to 5% who work in home-based businesses. The next
largest employment centers for Canmore residents include the Town of Banff
(23%), other communities in the Bow Corridor (5%), and the City of Calgary (3%).

2.4

Visitor Accommodation

The Banff Bow Valley Study [BBV] indicates that mountain tourism in Alberta will
continue to expand to a level of approximately 19 million Banff National Park visitors
by 2020. As a result, the study recommends prohibiting further expansion of the
Town of Banff boundaries and limitations on development within the current
boundaries. These recommendations, coupled with the projected increase in
visitation will increase pressure on the Town of Canmore to accommodate future
tourism and commercial growth in the Bow Corridor. The Town of Canmore will be
an area of concentrated tourism interest and activity as more resorts and other
tourism/recreation uses are developed outside of Banff National Park and as the
awareness and popularity of the Kananaskis area expands. Canmore is viewed by
many visitors as an “alpine community. Therefore, visitors to Canmore tend to
prefer to “get back to nature” and represent a portion of the fast-growing
“ecotourism” market.
The Town of Canmore currently has an inventory of approximately 1,300 Visitor
Accommodation Units in the form of hotels, motels, lodges, bed and breakfasts, and
hostels. Currently approved designations in Resort Centre areas allow for 2,750
future Visitor Accommodation Units plus additional timeshare condominium units,
primarily located in two major resort areas. In addition, there is significant infill
potential for new Visitor Accommodation units currently designated along Bow
Valley Trail and the central commercial area of Canmore. Therefore, the inventory
of Visitor Accommodation Units is expected to increase significantly during the next
few years. Current development proposals exist in various infill and new Resort
Centre areas for over 1,000 new Visitor Accommodation units in Canmore.
Existing Visitor Accommodation Units and planned Visitor Accommodation Units in
resort Center areas represent a total of (1,300 + 2,750=) approximately 4,050 units.
Even excluding the unknown level of additional Visitor Accommodation units that
may ultimately be located in the central commercial areas, this represents a
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considerable increase in the peak population of residents and visitors within
Canmore. Assuming an average occupancy of 2.0 persons per unit, 4,050 Visitor
Accommodation Units could accommodate an additional 8,100 persons within the
Town during peak visitation periods. Planning for infrastructure and environmental
protection will need to account for this peak visitor population in addition to the
permanent and temporary population.
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PART 3: COMMUNITY VISION, GOALS AND LAND USE
CONCEPT
1.0 VISION
It is the year 2015. Canmore is an environmentally sensitive community
that provides a high quality of life for residents. The basis for this quality
of life is a balance between residential neighborhoods, natural areas, and
non-residential land uses which include a healthy tourism and visitor
accommodation industry. The Town Centre of Canmore has grown to
include the Gateway Area. Together these areas continue to provide a
vibrant, mixed-use, pedestrian oriented meeting and activity place for the
entire community.
In order to achieve this vision the following major principles
successfully addressed in all affairs.

have been

Maintain a Strong Sense of Community
A strong sense of community pride is currently based on the diversity of people
who have chosen to make Canmore their home. [GMS] This sense of
community is maintained as the Town grows and welcomes visitors as guests,
temporary neighbors and tourists. As a first priority, the Town of Canmore will
continue to support a high level of community services for residents, local
recreational and cultural initiatives, and protection of our cultural heritage.
Protection of Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The quality and beauty of the Bow Valley is a source of community pride for the
citizens of Canmore. Ecologically, the Bow Valley is of great importance to
Alberta. Long term protection of the environmental integrity of the Canmore area
is essential.
Canmore can be environmentally responsible as well as
economically viable. Only by being environmentally responsible has Canmore
been able to be economically viable and also maintain a high quality of life for its
residents. The surrounding natural environment is the primary source of
economic activity for the community. The protection of viable corridors and
habitats for carnivores, ungulates and other animals is a legitimate land use
planning concern that is addressed effectively. Canmore has become a
showcase for the world by demonstrating how we manage environmentally
sensitive areas [GMS, ESA, CS].
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Economic Well Being
In the year 2015, Canmore is a vibrant community that enjoys a healthy tax base
and broad economic well being for its citizens. Canmore’s prosperity is derived
from an assessment base that includes 60% residential and 40% non-residential
development. A primary commercial function in the Town is a tourism industry
based on appreciation of the mountain environment. The tourism industry along
with clean, environmentally friendly, and locally owned small businesses helps to
support a high level of community services for residents. The Town is also
recognized as a Center of expertise in environmental planning, management and
post-secondary education [GMS, EDS].
The success of Canmore’s economic strategy owes much to the on-going
partnership of business, government and community. Through the partnership a
harmonization of objectives has been achieved which ensures wise management
of the abundant natural, human, and financial resources located within the
Canadian Rockies ecosystem [CCTTF, CS].

2.0 MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN GOALS
The Goals of this MDP flow from the Canmore 2015 Vision Statement. They
provide a foundation for the more detailed policy statements that follow in the
Plan.
1.

To recognize the importance of social considerations and actively
promote the involvement of the community in the planning process which
enhances the local sense of community [GMP – adapted].

2.

To provide for the needs and safety of all citizens by supporting
recreational, cultural, and spiritual opportunities; community support
services, and educational opportunities [GMS].

3.

To encourage appropriate opportunities for citizens and visitors to enjoy
and appreciate Canmore’s natural environment [GMS].

4.

To preserve and protect a system of environmentally sensitive areas
which include viable wildlife corridors and habitat areas for carnivores,
ungulates, birds, and other wildlife [GMS - adapted].

5.

To ensure that local economic activity provides a municipal tax base
sufficient to fund facilities, amenities and activities desired by Canmore
residents and provide sufficient and varied employment for residents of
all ages [GMS].
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6.

To enhance the opportunities for economic growth and diversified
employment, thereby promoting self-sufficiency and stability [GMP].

7.

To ensure that economic goals are achieved in a manner that is
consistent with the community’s desire to preserve the natural
environment as a key asset of the region. The natural environment
includes the maintenance of clean air, surface and groundwater sources,
soil, wildlife habitat, and indigenous vegetation [GMS].

8.

To manage the rate and type of growth in a manner that will enhance the
sense of community which is compatible with the heritage, character and
physical setting of the Town [GMP].

9.

To maintain a diverse socio-economic and demographic population in
Canmore by firmly addressing the provision of entry-level housing options
throughout the community.

10.

To ensure the provision of perpetually affordable staff accommodation for
employees of Canmore businesses [GMS].

11.

To establish perpetually affordable housing wherever feasible.

12.

To encourage a high quality of design in development that recognizes
and reflects Canmore’s unique “sense of place” and attributes of the
mountain locale.

13.

To develop efficient land use that will minimize social, environmental,
capital and maintenance costs [GMP].

14.

To monitor the cumulative effects of development upon the environment
and social fabric of the community [GMP].

15.

To recognize the important regional inter-relationships within the Bow
Corridor, including the adjacent jurisdictions of the Town of Banff, the
MD of Bighorn, Banff National Park, and Kananaskis Country [GMP].

16.

To recognize the importance of maintaining a viable and balanced
residential community where residents enjoy a high quality of life.
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3.0 COMMUNITY LAND USE CONCEPT
Map 1: Urban Growth Boundary, and Map 2: Land Use Plan, illustrate the
planned long-term land use pattern for the Town of Canmore. The time-frame for
this Plan extends to the year 2015, although it is intended that the Plan will
undergo thorough review every five years. By the year 2015 it is likely that all
developable land within the current Town boundary will be largely or completely
built-up.
The Land Use Plan shown in Map 2 recognizes the generalized, existing, and
approved built-form of Canmore within a defined “Urban Growth Boundary”. It
allocates generalized areas within the Urban Growth Boundary to accommodate
future growth requirements for commercial, residential, and industrial
development along with resort centres, and recreational open space. Remaining
areas within the Town’s municipal boundary are identified as “Conservation”
policy areas where protection of environmentally sensitive lands will be the
highest priority land use.
The description of land use policy areas contained in this section of the Plan is
intended to provide a broad overview of the MDP. Map 2 and the actual policy
statements contained in subsequent policy sections of the Plan should be
consulted for the relevant policy statements. The major elements of the land use
concept are summarized below.

Conservation Areas
Conservation Areas identify public and private lands for permanent protection as
natural areas. These lands have been identified as environmentally sensitive
due to unique biophysical characteristics or their function as a primary wildlife
movement corridor. Land use in Conservation Areas should be restricted to
ensure that wildlife movement corridors and habitat areas are protected. Uses
such as emergency road access, habitat enhancement, linear public utilities,
scientific research, vegetation management, and non-motorized trails may be
considered in these areas depending on the characteristics of specific sites. The
Plan recognizes that certain uses such as natural resource extraction and
recreational uses currently exist within Conservation Areas and such existing
uses will continue to be recognized. However, future expansion of existing uses
and proposed new developments within Conservation Areas that are privately
owned as of the date of approval of the MDP (being Bylaw 30-98) will require an
amendment to this plan as well as appropriate environmental impact assessment
studies to the satisfaction of Town Council. Council will pursue permanent
protection of land that is publicly owned as of the date of approval of the MDP.
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Urban Growth Boundary
Conservation Areas define areas within the Town where natural area
conservation will be the highest priority land use. Remaining areas within the
Town Boundary are illustrated in Map 1 as being within the “Urban Growth
Boundary”. The Urban Growth Boundary is intended to contain the ultimate
“footprint” of development within the Town. Environmentally sensitive lands within
the Urban Growth Boundary will be identified and protected through land use
planning and environmental impact assessments for local areas.

Commercial Areas
Commercial areas provide for a wide variety of existing and future regional,
community, and local scale commercial activities. Commercial areas include the
existing central Canmore commercial areas. These areas are not planned to
expand significantly in size although Council may accommodate minor
adjustments at the edge of the central commercial areas without amendment to
this Plan. Future commercial development areas are designated at important
interchanges along the Trans Canada Highway to serve the traveling public. A
future commercial area is also designated to serve the ultimate residents of the
east Canmore/Three Sisters Resorts future growth area.
The character and mix of activities that are appropriate for different commercial
areas is described in more detail in the commercial policy section of the MDP.
The Plan encourages the provision of local convenience retail goods and
services stores within all local neighborhoods. Commercial areas that serve the
population of local neighborhoods are not shown in the Land Use Plan. These
local commercial uses will be determined at a more detailed area planning and
approvals stage.

Existing and Approved Residential Areas
Existing and approved residential areas represent the existing neighborhoods of
Canmore.
Residential dwellings and associated parks, schools and
cultural/institutional land uses predominate in these areas. Policies with respect
to future land use in these areas recognize the existing built-up fabric of
neighborhoods, ensure stability of land use for residents while recognizing that
change may be appropriate in specific locations. Specific land use changes and
redevelopment in existing neighborhoods is normally the subject of more detailed
planning and must be undertaken in consultation with local residents.
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Future Urban Growth Areas
Future urban growth areas encompass all lands within the Town that can
accommodate new development. These areas will accommodate predominantly
residential development, along with local parks, open spaces and local
convenience commercial services, according to more detailed conceptual
development plans, land use redesignations, and subdivision approval processes
that will occur as the lands are developed.

Future Resort Accommodation Centres
Resort Centres identify specific locations where future visitor accommodation,
conference facilities, timeshare condominiums and associated recreational
activities will be the dominant land use. Retail commercial uses will also be
appropriate in support of the resort function. Two Resort Centre areas have
been designated for future development under the Town of Canmore Land Use
Bylaw. These Resort Centers are an important component within the ultimate
urban structure of the Town.
1. The SilverTip Resort Centre on the northeast side of the Trans Canada
Highway near Benchlands Trail; and
2. The Three Sisters Resort Centre located on the planned Three Sisters
Parkway southeast of Spray Lakes Drive.
Once developed, Resort Centers will provide a unique visitor accommodation
experience, complement visitor accommodation development in the central
Canmore commercial areas, and play a key role in establishing Canmore as a
mountain destination community.

Industrial Areas
Existing Industrial Areas include the Elk Run/Bow Meadows industrial park on the
north side of Highway #1 and the older Industrial Triangle industrial area on the
south side of Highway #1. The Industrial Triangle is intended to allow for some
commercial uses in order to encourage site redevelopment and upgraded
structures. A future “Business Park” area is also planned for a location
immediately east of the Three Sisters Parkway Interchange. This future
industrial area is intended to accommodate a mix of non-retail business uses
including clean light industrial bays, trades services and office uses. Given the
scarcity of land designated for future industrial uses MDP policies support
retention and intensification of existing and planned industrial areas.
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Recreational Open Space
Recreational Open Space areas include existing and future lands that should
remain largely undeveloped and available for recreational activities. These lands
provide a system of open space in either public or private ownership that will
normally be available to the public for activities ranging from relatively passive
natural area hiking and bicycling, to more active uses such as sports-fields and
golf courses. In certain cases, recreational development will be encouraged in
order to relieve pressure for human access to more sensitive Conservation
Areas. In other cases, the intensity of human access and recreational use may
be restricted in order to support use of these areas as wildlife corridors. Certain
Recreational Open Space areas have been approved to serve a multi-purpose
function as free-range wildlife movement areas with golf course development. In
these areas the extent of human development and access is limited to an extent
that allows for continued wildlife movement through the area.
Increasing the amount of recreational open space land within the Canmore
Urban Growth Boundary is an important objective of the Canmore MDP.
Additional recreational open space will be defined through the detailed planning
process for future growth areas and acquired as Reserve land.

Future Planning Area
A Future Planning Area has been identified in the east Canmore area. This area
requires additional study to determine the ultimate pattern and mix of land uses
that will be appropriate. The area currently contains a mix of low intensity land
uses such as a gun club, a quarry, a small resort residential development,
important wildlife movement corridors and natural habitat areas. The area also
includes a portion of the Three Sisters Resorts development approved by the
Provincial Natural Resources Conservation Board in 1992. This approval has
been reflected in the approved Town of Canmore Direct Control District #1-98.
However, prior to approval of any new subdivision and development in this area,
the appropriate distribution of uses will need to be determined in an approved
Area Structure Plan that defines wildlife corridors and provides a wildlife/highway
mitigation program to the satisfaction of Alberta Environmental Protection in
consultation with Town of Canmore Council. The specific boundaries of one or
more Area Structure Plans within the Future Planning Area shall be determined
by Town of Canmore Council.
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PART 4 - PLAN OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES
1.0 GROWTH MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
1.1

BACKGROUND

The management of growth is a key responsibility of the Town of Canmore. This
section of the MDP focuses on the overall Town-wide aspects of urban growth and
how the Town can achieve the broad goals and objectives described in Part 3.
Growth management accommodates growth while directing the location and pattern
of new development. Growth management encompasses a range of policies
designed to guide urban growth, thereby mitigating the effects of growth. By
directing growth, rather than reacting to its effects, Canmore proactively ensures the
qualities that attract growth are not destroyed for existing and future residents. The
emphasis of the MDP growth strategy is on achieving a controlled growth on a local
and regional level, in a way that goes beyond just reacting to market trends.
The Canmore MDP builds on the 1995 Growth Management Strategy
Recommendations [GMS] report to define a number of major themes for growth
management.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Natural area conservation and urban growth boundary
Commercial land and assessment base
Entry-level housing
Mixed-use development
Efficient and environmentally friendly infrastructure
High quality recreation and community services
Building and environmental design for a mountain resort community
Monitoring and control of residential rate of growth

6% as an Objective - Monitoring and management of the residential rate of growth
is a component of the MDP. The Town of Canmore has established an objective of
bringing the rate of growth in the permanent population of the Town down to
approximately 6% by the year 2000 and maintaining an average annual growth rate
of 6% or less thereafter. The MDP establishes this 6% annual population growth
rate as a threshold target rather than a strict regulatory mechanism.
Quota Mechanism - The Town of Canmore cannot control the rate of population
growth directly. Therefore, in order to manage population growth indirectly, the
Town will continue to establish annual quota targets for the approval of new
residential units. Initially, the annual quota targets for new residential units will be
based on a maximum 6% growth in units. As experience is gained in monitoring the
relationship between growth in new residential units and growth in population, the
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residential unit quota targets may be adjusted upward or downward in order to
reflect the 6% average annual population growth objective.
Quota Allocation Formula - The Town recognizes that considerable financial
resources are necessary to develop land in Future Growth Areas and that there is a
limited supply of land in the existing built-up areas of the Town where significant
residential redevelopment can be expected to occur during the short-term future.
Therefore, during the short-term future, a significant proportion of new residential
unit growth will occur in the Future Growth Areas. Council has established
agreements with the limited number of landowners in these Future Growth Areas
that define the maximum number of units that can be built each year.
The existing approved residential unit quotas (April 1998) for the Town of Canmore
and for Future Growth Areas are illustrated in the following table. The difference
between the Town-wide quota target and the Future Growth Area commitments
represents the number of new units that can be approved as infill, or redevelopment
within the existing built-up area of Canmore.

Existing Approved Annual Quotas for New Residential Units (April 1998)*

Town-Wide New Residential Units

1998

1999

2000

307

321

n/a

77
150

80
175

n/a
200

227

255

n/a

66

n/a

Future Growth Area Commitments**
 Eagle Terrace
(based on 25% of Town-Wide Quota)



Three Sisters Resorts
(stays at 200/year after 2000)

Total Future Growth Area Commitments

Difference Available for New Infill and
Redevelopment Units ***
80
*

Excludes staff accommodation, secondary suites, qualified Entry-Level Housing and specific
housing types excluded from growth quotas under Part 4, Policy 1.3(g).
** Excludes 50 units per year allocated to the Silver Tip Future Growth Area prior to adoption of
the 1995 Growth Management Strategy (GMS).
*** In accordance with the 1995 GMS, new infill and redevelopment units on previously zoned
sites in existing built-up areas are assumed to average approximately 35 units per year and are
excluded from growth quotas.

Note that while the Town-wide residential quota targets may be adjusted by Council
from time to time, the Future Growth Area component of the residential growth
management quotas represent firm “commitments” to developers in Future Growth
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Areas. Future Growth Area commitments represent a baseline commitment to
approve more than 300 units per year in these areas by the year 2000. Any
downward adjustment of the Town-wide residential quota intended to restrict the
rate of population growth would therefore tend to restrict the level of new infill
residential development that could be approved. Also affected by such downward
adjustment of the Town-wide quota would be the ability of developers and builders
in Future Growth Areas to apply to Council for any “unused” portion of the annual
Town-wide residential target quota.
It is also recognized that in a strong growth economy, the growth management
residential quota system could serve to increase housing costs by limiting the
number of new units that can be built to accommodate demand. With a limited land
base in the Town, this limitation on housing relative to demand is a reality that will
be faced by the Town in the long-term, with or without growth management. The
Town will respond with a variety of ongoing initiatives including staff housing
requirements, encouragement of secondary rental suites, and providing regulatory
incentives in the Land Use Bylaw for provision of smaller entry-level homes.
Quota Exclusions - It is recognized that growth management will need to be
balanced against the need for lower-cost entry-level housing and socially desirable
forms of housing. It is not intended that particular forms of housing that serve
important social needs should be constrained by the growth management system.
Therefore, the MDP defines certain forms of housing, such as staff accommodation,
perpetually affordable housing, non-profit housing, and secondary rental suites in
single-detached dwellings, that will be excluded from the annual quota system. The
actual Town-wide quota targets established by Council from time-to-time may need
to be adjusted in order to reflect the number of units “excluded” from the quota while
still targeting the 6% permanent population growth rate objective.
Quota Land Use Implications - It is important to recognize, during the short term,
this residential growth management system will favor residential development in
Future Growth Areas rather than infill and redevelopment in existing areas.
However, in future years as development in the Silver Tip and Eagle Terrace areas
approaches build-out, and as the quota allocation to the Three Sisters area remains
stable, the system will increasingly allow for higher proportions of desirable infill and
redevelopment within the existing built-up area.
The MDP sets out criteria to guide the approval of new residential projects that fall
outside the quota commitments for Future Growth Areas (i.e., new infill residential
development and possible new development in Future Growth Areas over and
above the annual Future Growth Area quota for a specific area). During the shortterm future, the majority of new residential development in Canmore under the
Town-wide residential quota will be accommodated by the growth commitments for
Future Growth Areas. There will be little room for new infill and redevelopment
activity during this short-term stage while still adhering to the Town-wide residential
quota and the 6% population growth objective. However, the growth management
system will still serve a valuable function during this short-term period, by ensuring
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that the few allowable infill and redevelopment projects that are approved under the
quotas will meet criteria specified in the MDP for new residential growth outside the
Future Growth Area commitments. Over time, an increasingly higher proportion of
all new residential units may be infill and redevelopment projects that will be subject
to the MDP criteria.

1.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To accommodate future growth within a defined Urban Growth Boundary and
ensure lands are developed in an orderly and cost-effective manner.
2. To protect important locally and regionally significant wildlife movement
corridors and habitat patches for carnivores, ungulates and other animals.
3. To reduce tax load and improve service for residents by pursuing an increase
in the commercial land assessment base to a 40:60 non-residential to
residential ratio.
4. To ensure the provision of a variety of housing types that will meet the needs
of a range of demographic and income groups who reside permanently in
Canmore.
5. To encourage efficient use of the limited land base (especially in new growth
areas) by accommodating a range of land uses and activities in higher density
mixed-use developments.
6. To ensure that new infrastructure is provided in a manner that is timely,
orderly and cost-effective while minimizing the impact of development on the
natural environment and the alpine character of the Town.
7. To provide a built environment, comprised of both public and private areas
and buildings, that is well integrated with the natural environment and the
alpine character of the Town.
8. To monitor the rate of annual growth in the permanent residential population
and implement appropriate residential dwelling unit growth management
initiatives to achieve an average annual target population growth rate of no
more than 6% per year during the short to medium term future.

1.3

GROWTH MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Urban Growth
Boundary

a)

Future growth and development in Canmore will occur
within the Urban Growth Boundary illustrated in Map 1.

Conservation Areas

b)

Conservation

Areas
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environmentally sensitive natural areas where
conservation of existing ecological functions shall be
the first priority. New development proposals in these
areas will be restricted by the Town of Canmore and
will be subject to the Conservation Area policies
contained in Part 4, Section 8.0 of this MDP. Where
changes are proposed on land that is privately held as
of the date of adoption of By-Law 30-98 a full
environmental impact assessment will be required.
Commercial
Assessment

c)

Encourage an increase in the commercial proportion of
the tax assessment base by:




identifying land for new Resort Centre, visitor
accommodation, retail goods and services, office
and industrial park development;
encouraging more intensive development in existing
commercial areas; and
encouraging a more diverse mix of appropriate
office, industrial and retail uses in all commercial
areas.

Town-Wide
Residential Growth
Quota

d)

The annual rate of residential unit growth will be
monitored and managed by Council through the land
use amendment, subdivision approval, and capital
budgeting processes in order to approach the annual
permanent population growth target of 6%. The Townwide growth quota will be reviewed annually by
Council.

Annual Residential
Growth Quota for
Future Growth
Areas

e)

To provide certainty for advance development planning
by landowners, Council will establish a base number or
“growth quota” of allowable residential units per year
that will be accommodated in all Future Growth Areas.
This growth quota will be part of, and less than the
Town-wide residential growth quota referenced in
policy 1.3(d), above. The allocation of the annual
growth quota among future growth areas will be
determined through the Area Structure Plan and land
use amendment process, or through individual
agreements with private landowners.

Remaining
Residential Growth
Criteria

f)

With the exception of new residential units approved
under Policy 1.3(e) above, Council will evaluate and
approve all other proposed residential land use and
subdivision applications within the Town-wide
residential growth quota using the following objectives
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and criteria:
 efficient use of existing or available infrastructure
and facilities;
 environmental impact on air, water, wildlife habitat
and vegetation resources;
 provision of entry-level housing units for permanent
residents;
 provision of rental housing units;
 provision of staff accommodation exclusively for
employees of businesses located in Canmore;
 contribution toward achievement of a well-balanced
mix of housing types throughout the Town;
 provision of dwelling units in mixed use projects in
appropriate commercial areas;
 contribution to the public environment and/or public
facilities (e.g.,
upgraded sidewalk amenities,
additional landscaped parks, unique street
improvements, etcetera.);
 building and site design that reflects an alpine
design theme and sensitive integration with the
natural characteristics of the site;
 visual impact of development, and/or the effect of
development on existing scenic vistas from specific
high visibility locations including the Trans Canada
Highway, major entrances to the Town, and major
viewpoints that overlook the Town.
Housing Excluded
from Growth Quotas

g)

Specific housing categories that meet important Town
social goals may be excluded from the annual growth
quota at the discretion of Town Council. The following
categories of residential development will be
encouraged and exempted from the annual growth
quotas:
 perpetually affordable housing and non-profit
housing;
 qualified staff accommodations units;
 approved secondary suites within single detached
homes;
 units that provide housing for special needs groups
to the satisfaction of Council;
 units that provide entry-level housing options for
permanent residents to the satisfaction of Council;
 new housing that conforms to the applicable land
use district under the Town of Canmore Land Use
Bylaw, and is located in the existing built-up area of
Canmore as of the date of adoption of this MDP.
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All new housing units that are potentially eligible to be
excluded from restrictions imposed by the annual
residential growth management quotas will be identified
by the Town and approved for exclusion from quotas
by a resolution of Council, at the time of land use redistricting or subdivision approval.
Growth Phasing

h)

Development in future growth areas should be phased to
minimize carrying costs and use existing infrastructure
efficiently. Development should extend from adjacent
built-up areas where capacity exists in community
facilities such as schools, emergency services, and
recreation facilities.
Isolated development that is
separated from existing built-up areas shall only be
considered where more efficient growth options are not
available and where required infrastructure and
community facilities are provided to the satisfaction of
Council [GMP – adapted].

Growth Monitoring

i)

The supply of developable land in urban growth areas
for various land uses shall be monitored by the
Planning Department and reviewed by the Town of
Canmore Thresholds and Monitoring Committee on an
annual basis so Council can initiate the planning and
servicing process and ensure appropriate lands are
identified for development during the next 5 year period
[GMS].

Alpine Character

j)

Land development, urban design, and building design
standards should contribute toward an alpine village
character, rather than a typical urban or rural character.
The Town will encourage high quality design features
while recognizing the impact of such features on the
cost of housing. Key elements of an appropriate alpine
village character will include, for example:



minimum re-grading of the natural landform;
slope-adaptive housing designs;



shared or narrow underground utility trenches to
minimize the width of roads and clearing of
vegetation;
retention of natural or indigenous vegetation on
larger development sites;
maintenance of natural and man-made surface
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Review of Growth
Management
Strategy

k)

features for stormwater conveyance, treatment and
ponding where site conditions allow;
building design that incorporates natural materials
such as rock and timber, long sloped roof-lines, and
articulated massing characteristic of traditional
mountain towns;
site design and landscaping that provides a
comfortable pedestrian and cycling environment
and reflects a concern for integration with the
natural landform and vegetation.

The Growth Management Strategy should be reviewed
before the year 2000 (the end of the first 5-year cycle
since commencement in 1995) to confirm the continued
validity of the assumptions, basic principles and
objectives of the strategy.
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l) Ensure that subdivision applications and development
permit applications address the Objectives of growth
management and the 2006 Mining the Future: A Vision for
Canmore through the completion of Sustainability
Screening Reports in accordance with Town policy. An
application for subdivision or development may be
deemed incomplete by the relevant approving authority if
a Sustainability Screening Report has not been approved
in accordance with the Town’s Sustainability Screening
Process, and shall constitute a valid reason for refusal of
the application. The relevant approving authority shall not
approve any application for which a required Sustainability
Screening Report has not been approved.
23(Z)2007

2.0 RESIDENTIAL
2.1

BACKGROUND

The Town of Canmore experienced residential population growth of 6.5% in
1995, 10.0% in 1996, and 7.4% in 1997. High rates of annual residential growth
combined with increasing housing prices and a changing resident profile have
given rise to concerns about the stresses that unmanaged residential growth has
on the community’s valued physical and human fabric. Growth has led to
increased public concern about traffic congestion, air quality, impact on the
natural and scenic quality of the Town, increasing cost of housing, adequacy of
community facilities, and changes to the population structure that include
crowding, illegal suites, and non-permanent weekend residents. Canmore
residents want to retain the traditional close-knit spirit of community involvement
and ensure that high quality community facilities are available to support a
balanced, permanent resident population.
Canmore has experienced an increase in the price of housing that affects the
ability of businesses to attract a stable labor force and the ability of lower income
residents and in-migrants to find appropriate housing. With continued high
demand, a limited land base, a constrained residential growth rate, and a limited
distribution of landowners in Future Growth Areas, this upward pressure on
housing prices is expected to continue in the future. In response, the Town will
need to ensure that a full range of housing types are provided that cater to the
needs of a broad range of socio-economic household types.
There are two important socio-economic groups that will require assistance in
obtaining appropriate housing in Canmore. The first group includes those in the
service and tourism industries where salaries tend to be lower and employment
is often seasonal or temporary in nature. The Town will continue to ensure
housing is provided for this group through staff accommodation regulations and
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requirements built into the Land Use Bylaw. The second group that may find it
difficult to afford to live in Canmore is the low to moderate income, mid-level
professional, managerial and blue collar households that normally represent the
core of permanent family households in most communities. This group could be
increasingly squeezed out of the Canmore housing market by high housing
prices. High housing prices are generated by the limited land base, an
increasing demand for housing from non-permanent residents, and a “move-up”
market among permanent local residents. In addition, growth management
quotas may serve to put upward pressure on housing prices in the short term
where demand significantly exceeds supply.

In the face of these housing cost pressures the Town will need to firmly address
issues of housing affordability. It is recognized that the Town has little long-term
control over the price of freehold housing and limited financial resources to
subsidize housing costs directly from general revenues. In response to these
tensions the Town will continue to establish “community housing” lands and/or
land banks for perpetually affordable and non-profit housing projects. The Town
will provide incentives for the provision of smaller, entry-level housing units
including secondary suites, townhouses and apartment rental units that will need
to be initiated by the private sector. The Town will also use MDP and Land Use
Bylaw policies to support the provision of an appropriate mix of housing including
lower cost housing and staff accommodation
The limited land base in Canmore gives rise to tensions between the need to
expand the supply of housing and the need to protect valuable natural areas and
to protect existing neighborhoods from inappropriate forms of redevelopment.
The Town will pursue a balanced approach in dealing with these concerns. A
balanced approach will be very selective in identifying the most appropriate
opportunities for intensification and new residential infill development.
2.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide a well-balanced mix of housing types, tenure options and prices
that will meet the household accommodation needs of a full range of socioeconomic groups and maintain the current demographic diversity of the
community.
2. To ensure efficient residential development and redevelopment of the limited
developable land base that exists within the Town.
3. To maintain the general character and stability of established residential
areas while allowing for a limited amount of higher density infill residential
development and redevelopment in selected appropriate locations.
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4. To promote the provision of smaller entry-level units and rental units in mixeduse developments within existing central Canmore commercial areas.
5. To minimize the stresses that residential growth has on the Town’s valued
physical and human fabric. [GMS]
2.3

GENERAL RESIDENTIAL POLICIES

Staff
Accommodation

a)

Participate with the Tourism Agency, the
development community, employers and relevant
community groups to develop an implementation plan
in which businesses create and maintain staffaccommodation units for the benefit of the community
[CHS].

Staff
Accommodation
Developments

b)

A Staff Accommodation requirement, as defined in
the Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw as amended
from time to time, shall be provided as new
construction in conjunction with new non-residential
developments in Canmore that do not participate in a
Town approved, comprehensive staff accommodation
initiative [LUB, BVT].

Housing Initiatives

c)

The Town will continue to pursue the following
housing initiatives:




establish “community housing” lands or land
banks for perpetually affordable and non-profit
housing projects;
provide incentives for the provision of smaller,
entry-level housing units including secondary
suites, townhouses and apartment rental units;
use MDP and Land Use Bylaw policies to support
the provision of an appropriate mix of housing
including lower cost housing and staff
accommodation

Non-Profit and/or
Perpetually
Affordable Housing

d)

Work with developers, organizations and other levels
of government to provide land for non-profit housing
and perpetually affordable housing projects designed
to meet the needs of permanent resident family
households.

Entry-Level Housing

e)

The Town of Canmore, in conjunction with the private
sector, will establish a series of incentives to
encourage development of entry-level housing forms,
including for example, cooperative housing,
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f)
Special Needs
Housing

grow-homes, small lot development standards, and
flexible multi-unit design standards [GMS]
Continue to cooperate with senior governments and
private agencies to assist in providing housing to
meet the needs of seniors and economically, socially,
physically or mentally disadvantaged residents [GMP]

Rental
Accommodation

g)

The provision of rental accommodation will be
encouraged and supported in all new residential
subdivisions, mixed-use areas, and according to
policies contained in approved Area Redevelopment
Plans [GMP]. The provision of rental units will be
evaluated by Council as one of the criteria for new
land use approvals under the Town’s growth
management and annual residential unit quotas.

Housing in
Commercial Areas

h)

Support appropriately designed mixed-use residential
and commercial projects in the Town Centre,
Gateway, and other commercial districts where
residential units are located above commercial uses
and appropriately separated from commercial uses
within the building [BVT, CHS].

Increased
Residential Density

i)

Increase the overall residential density in the Town by
identifying opportunities for innovative entry-level
housing, higher density multiple-unit development,
slope adaptive housing and secondary suites within
single detached dwellings [GMS].

Dispersed MultiFamily
Developments

j)

Multiple-unit
residential
developments
should
generally be dispersed throughout Canmore’s
residential areas in order to provide for a mix of
housing types in all residential areas [GMP].

Multi-Family
Locations

k)

New multiple-unit residential developments should
meet the following location objectives:
 provide reasonably direct and convenient access
to the major road system;
 provide reasonably direct and convenient
pedestrian access to commercial, educational
and/or public open space facilities [GMP –
adapted]
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Manufactured
Homes

l)

Manufactured homes shall conform to the visual
standards and architectural design treatments of
surrounding residential buildings.

Mobile Homes

m)

Mobile homes shall only be located in
comprehensively designed mobile home subdivisions
[GMP].

Community Groups

n)

Support the self-development of community
associations with defined geographic boundaries and
recognize the participation of these groups in
decisions that affect local community development.

Seasonal
Accommodation

o)

Expand seasonal accommodation opportunities
through initiatives such as
working with hostel
operators and the Alberta Hostelling Association to
stimulate the expansion of hostel facilities in Canmore.

2.4

EXISTING RESIDENTIAL AREA POLICIES

Community
Stability

a)

Existing residential areas not specifically identified as
future planning areas in this MDP should be protected
from premature land use changes that could have a
disruptive impact on the existing community fabric
[CHS – adapted].

Residential Infill

b)

Infill development on vacant or under-used parcels in
existing residential areas shall be a preferred form of
growth in order to maximize the use of existing roads,
utilities, parks, schools and other community services
[GMP].

Housing Options

c)

The provision of a broader range of housing options
in existing communities will be supported by allowing
for the gradual introduction of moderately higher
density housing forms in appropriate locations [GMS,
CHS].

Multi-Family Infill/
Redevelopment
Criteria

d)

Land use amendment proposals in existing residential
areas will be reviewed by the Town to ensure that
development is compatible with existing adjacent and
nearby dwellings with respect to:
 traffic volumes on local roads;
 provision of adequate parking;
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potential overshadowing and/or overviewing of
adjacent private yard areas;
provision of outdoor amenity space;
adequacy of infrastructure and community
facilities;
reasonable transition in height, massing and
design as compared to existing nearby dwellings;
landscaping and site design that complements the
existing streetscape;
building design that complements the character of
existing nearby dwellings.

Secondary Suites
in Existing
Communities

e)

Monitor housing affordability to determine the need to
allow the introduction of legal secondary suites into
existing communities. If, in the opinion of Council,
Canmore continues to experience a shortage of
affordable rental housing (as defined by Council) by
January 2000, Council shall consider an amendment
to the Land Use Bylaw to allow for secondary suites
as discretionary uses in selected residential
neighborhoods based on:
 public consultation with affected neighborhoods;
 establishment of planning principles to be used as
a guide in the exercise of discretion (on-site
parking, access, density control, streetscapes,
etcetera).;
 owner occupancy of the main dwelling [CHS].

South Canmore

f)

Residential infill and intensification will be encouraged
in Districts in South Canmore that are currently zoned
for multiple-family residential land use in order to
support the construction of additional housing units
close to the Town Centre [GMP, CHS].

Tee Pee Town Area
Redevelopment
Plan

g)

Higher density residential infill and redevelopment
projects will be encouraged in the existing Tee Pee
Town residential area.
Prior to any rezoning
approvals, an Area Redevelopment Plan will be
prepared in consultation with existing residents to
identify appropriate future residential and nonresidential uses within the Tee Pee Town area [BVT]

Mineside Area
Redevelopment
Plan

h)

The Mineside residential area contains a mix of older
and
newer
housing
and
is
experiencing
redevelopment pressure. An Area Redevelopment
Plan will be prepared in consultation with existing
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residents to provide a framework for future
conservation, redevelopment, infrastructure and
community services.
Community
Consultation

2.5

i)

The Town will promote consultation and facilitate the
involvement of citizens in land use and development
issues that affect local communities [CHS]. The Town
will encourage the formation of representative
community associations and consider the input from
these groups, as well as residents throughout the
Town, in decisions that affect local community
development.

FUTURE GROWTH AREA POLICIES

Land Uses

a) The predominant land use in future growth areas as
shown in Map 1 shall be residential. Public parks,
recreational facilities, schools, cultural and institutional
establishments, and local commercial uses to meet the
needs of the local population will also be appropriate in
future growth areas.

Variety of Housing
Forms

b) Provision shall be made through the Land Use Bylaw
and the subdivision approval process to ensure that a
mix of housing forms and lot sizes is provided in new
residential areas in order to provide a range of housing
options for Canmore residents. The specific mix of
appropriate housing types will be determined at the
detailed planning stage to the satisfaction of the
Approval Authority [GMP].

Secondary Suites

c)

Sense of
Community

d) A sense of community should be fostered in new
residential areas by providing for the social,
educational,
cultural,
recreational,
and
local
commercial needs of local residents at an early stage
in the subdivision design process [GMP – adapted].

Secondary (accessory) suites should be allowed as a
discretionary use in appropriately designed single
detached homes in future growth areas. Appropriate
standards for development of single family lots and
dwellings that can accommodate secondary suites,
provide appropriate parking, and retain an attractive
streetscape, will be incorporated in the Land Use Bylaw
[CHS].
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Subdivision Design

e) New residential areas should incorporate the following
design features:







the retention of natural amenities including native
vegetation, topography and scenic views;
slope-adaptive housing designs;
a hierarchy of roads that minimizes through traffic
on local residential streets;
separation of vehicular traffic from pedestrian and
bicycle circulation wherever possible and practical;
limited direct driveway access to adjacent collector
roads and major traffic arteries;
incorporate a comprehensive trail network system
designed in consultation with the Town to include
local pedestrian connections linking with the Townwide pathway system, schools, recreation areas,
and commercial activity centers [GMP – adapted].

Design Guidelines

f)

Development
Standards

g) All new development in Future Growth Areas shall
comply with the Town of Canmore Engineering Design
Standards and Open Space Development Guidelines.
The Canmore Development Standards have been
adopted to provide efficient urban servicing while
maintaining a mountain design aesthetic that minimizes
grading and maximizes the retention of natural
vegetation.

Wildfire Risk
Assessment

h) Where appropriate, new subdivision and development
applications deemed to be located in the wildlandurban interface shall submit a Wildfire Risk
Assessment Plan in accordance with the requirements
of the Town of Canmore.

Architectural design guidelines shall be required for
new subdivisions located on highly visible or sensitive
lands. Design guidelines will be established at the
subdivision approval stage and reviewed for
compliance at the development permit and/or building
permit stage [GMP-adapted].
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East Canmore Area
Structure Plan

i)

The East Canmore area (see Maps 2 and 7) currently
contains a mix of low intensity land uses such as a gun
club, a quarry, a small resort residential development,
and natural areas that serve an important wildlife
movement and wildlife habitat function. The majority of
this area is located outside the Urban Growth Boundary
and designated as a Conservation policy area. Prior to
approval of any new subdivision and development in
this area, an Area Structure Plan will be prepared to
identify the appropriate distribution of uses, including a
wildlife corridor and a wildlife/highway mitigation
program to the satisfaction of Alberta Environmental
Protection in direct consultation with Town of Canmore
Council.
Future
changes
to
the
Urban
Growth/Conservation Area boundary may be
considered by Council at the Area Structure Plan stage
and will require an amendment to this MDP.

3.0 COMMERCIAL
3.1

BACKGROUND

The economic base of Canmore is changing from its traditional role as a local or
subsidiary service Centre toward that of the dominant service Centre in the Bow
Valley Corridor and an emerging destination resort community. This dynamic is
driven by forces such as quotas on new commercial development in the Town of
Banff, increasing recreational use of Kananaskis Country, and increasing
recognition of the scenic and recreational opportunities in Canmore. This growth
in regional and visitor commercial functions is expected to continue in the future
as new resort centers are established in Canmore.
The commercial sector in Canmore has historically included the pedestrianoriented Town Centre and highway commercial uses related to the Trans
Canada Highway and the Bow Valley Trail. The Town Centre provides a broad
mix of commercial goods and services in a relatively low-profile traditional street
front shopping area. Until recently, the Bow Valley Trail and the Gateway
commercial areas have not experienced significant development pressure (see
Map 3). These areas now provide a significant base of vacant and underutilized
land to accommodate future commercial development.
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Until 1998, development of retail stores in Canmore was restricted in the Bow
Valley Trail and Gateway commercial areas in order to protect and maintain the
Town Centre as the focus of commercial activity. However, the Bow Valley Trail
and Gateway commercial areas are now the subject of development pressures
for new visitor accommodations (e.g., hotel, motel and ancillary) and retail goods
and services outlets. The availability of larger land parcels makes these areas
attractive for commercial projects serving the growing local and regional
population and the visitor/tourist population.
The Town Centre commercial areas (see Map 3) provide an ample supply of
commercial land to service considerable growth in the local and regional resident
population. Future population and tourism growth are expected to support a
broader mix of uses, including retail stores throughout all the central areas.
The Bow Valley Trail area will continue to provide sites for larger visitor
accommodation developments and commercial services oriented primarily to the
visitor and traveling public.. The Town Centre will remain as the primary focal
point of commerce and activity in the Town. The Town Centre and Gateway
areas can accommodate higher density infill projects and gradual intensification
through redevelopment of relatively small sites.
These areas can both
accommodate commercial uses at grade level along with a broader mix of retail,
entertainment, visitor accommodation, residential, cultural, office, and possibly
research or crafts workshops in the upper stories of mixed-use projects. A
“mixed-use” project generally refers to a mix of retail, office, institutional and
craft-industrial uses within a building, or a mix of compatible commercial uses
with residential dwelling units (typically with residential uses located above the
commercial uses). Mixed use projects that include dwelling units over or adjacent
to commercial uses will be encouraged in order to supplement the shortage of
entry-level housing in Canmore while adding additional diversity and vitality to the
central commercial areas.
The MDP identifies additional commercial land to serve the future population in
the East Canmore growth corridor. A future East Canmore community centre
area will provide a mix of retail goods and services, cultural facilities, schools and
parks in reasonably close proximity to East Canmore residential areas.

3.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To strengthen the existing commercial tax base by accommodating
appropriate new commercial development to meet the needs of residents and
visitors [GMP, GMS].
2. To accommodate new visitor accommodation and associated facilities and
serve as the primary commercial service Center in the Bow Corridor [GMS,
CCTTF, BVT].
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3. To reinforce and promote the role of the Town Centre and Gateway
commercial area as Canmore’s primary area of social interaction and a focus
of civic and cultural identity [GMP, BVT].
4. To provide basic neighborhood commercial services within reasonable
proximity of all residential neighborhoods.
5. To promote architectural and urban design that reflects Canmore’s natural
environment and unique mountain setting [GMP-adapted].
6. To provide additional housing options and create a more diverse and vibrant
urban environment in the central Canmore commercial areas (see Map 3)
[GMP, BVT].

3.3

GENERAL COMMERCIAL POLICIES

Long Term
Commercial Land

a)

Accommodate a broad mix of more intensive
commercial activity in the Town Centre, Gateway and
Bow Valley Trail commercial areas, along with new
commercial land in Future Growth Areas, to meet long
term commercial requirements and increase the
commercial to residential assessment base in the Town
of Canmore. [GMS – adapted, BVT].

Proactive
Commercial
Strategies

b)

Investigate proactive strategies to encourage desirable
new commercial activities and support commercial
development by streamlining the development process
without reducing design and quality standards [GMS].

Mixed Use
Development

c)

Encourage mixed-use commercial and residential
buildings in all commercial areas where development
provides sufficient sound attenuation measures to
insulate attached residential units from after-hours
commercial operations [BVT].

Incentives for
Mixed Use
Development

d)

Consider incentives such as reduced parking
requirements in return for the provision of verifiable
rental accommodation in mixed-use developments
[BVT, CHS].

Mixed Use
Commercial
Emphasis

e)

In order to maintain a long term commercial focus,
mixed use developments should be primarily
commercial uses with residential as subordinate use.
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Design Guidelines

f)

The form, structure and appearance of commercial
buildings and signage shall reflect the unique mountain
valley setting of Canmore, as specified in the
Architectural and Urban Design Guidelines for
Commercial Development in the Town of Canmore
[GMP-adapted].

Street Orientation

g)

Commercial buildings throughout Canmore should front
toward the street wherever possible and provide direct
pedestrian connections to the building. Large, internally
oriented, indoor shopping malls and large retail centers
designed primarily to provide convenient automobile
access will not be appropriate in Canmore.

Town Centre
Enhancement
Concept Plan

h)

The Town shall adopt and implement a Town Centre
Commercial Concept Plan to provide guidelines for land
use, density, design of public and private areas, and
provision of transportation systems through ultimate
build-out in the Town Centre and Gateway commercial
areas. The Concept Plan shall guide Council and the
Municipal Planning Commission with respect to land use
amendment and development permit applications [BVT].

Parking in Central
Commercial Areas

i)

New commercial development in the central Canmore
commercial areas shall be encouraged to provide cashin-lieu of parking. The Town shall review parking needs
on a regular basis in order to ensure standards reflect
actual demand, and to implement public parking
initiatives such as small dispersed parking lots or
structured parkade development.

Off-peak Parking
Uses

j)

Encourage uses that generate off-peak parking
demands by considering parking relaxations where offpeak demand is demonstrated and where adequate
shared-use of existing parking stalls is secured to the
satisfaction of the Approval Authority.

Underground and
Structured
Parking

k)

Encourage the provision of underground or structured
parking areas where the design of structures maintains
a visually interesting pedestrian streetscape, and is
certified capable of withstanding groundwater seepage.

Trans Canada
Highway / Palliser
Trail Commercial

l)

The future commercial land on the north side of the
Trans Canada Highway at Palliser Trail is uniquely
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ASP

situated as a gateway entrance to the Town of Canmore
and Banff National Park (see Map 7). Prior to redistricting from Urban Reserve to permit commercial
development an Area Structure Plan shall be prepared
and approved by Council.

Future Growth
Areas –
Community
Centre

m)

The medium to long term commercial requirements of
future residents and visitors in the east (Three Sisters
Resorts) growth corridor will be met by a future mixed
use community center to be centrally located near the
east end of the corridor. The community center area
should incorporate a mix of retail goods and services,
recreational, mixed-use residential, school and park
land uses.

Future Growth
Areas – Highway
Commercial and
Business Park

n)

Lands for new highway commercial and business park
development will be provided adjacent to the Trans
Canada Highway at the new “Three Sisters Parkway”
interchange and at the Dead Man’s Flats interchange.
These commercial lands will be developed in
conjunction with the extension of services and the
development of adjacent residential areas.

Timeshare
Condominiums

o)

Timeshare condominiums shall be located within or
adjacent to resort centres or other commercial areas
[GMP – adapted]. Timeshare condominiums will be
treated as a commercial land use and will not be
permitted in residential districts.

Civic Centre Site

p)

Develop a new Town Hall within the central commercial
area as a mixed-use hub for community activities such
as Town administrative functions, public open space,
cultural facilities and exhibits, and staging areas for the
Town-wide trail system.

q)

The Town shall develop policy and Land Use Bylaw
amendments to define the role of home based business,
including Bed and Breakfasts, in the Canmore economy
and community [EDS].

Home Based
Business

3.4

TOWN CENTRE COMMERCIAL POLICIES

Primary Focal

a)

The Town Centre should be maintained as the primary
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Point

pedestrian oriented mixed-use focal point for Canmore.
The Town Centre should accommodate the highest
density of development in the Town and a broad range
of commercial, entertainment, cultural and residential
activities [BVT].

Pedestrian
Environment

b)

The Town Centre should provide a cohesive pedestrian
oriented environment through high standards for
parking, landscaping and appearance [GMP, BVT].

Commercial and
Mixed-Use Infill
Development

c)

The infilling of vacant lots and the redevelopment of
existing nonconforming buildings with commercial and
mixed-use development shall be encouraged within the
Town Centre [GMP].

Historical
Preservation

d)

Encourage and support the preservation of historical
buildings for the purposes of enhancing the image of the
Town Centre [GMP].

Main (8th) Street
Function

e)

Initiatives to improve the flow of vehicular traffic on Main
Street should not impair the primary pedestrian
shopping and entertainment function of this Street [GMP
– adapted, BVT].

Town Centre
Business
Association

f)

Encourage businesses to form a Business Revitalization
Zone [BRZ] or similar business association to
coordinate economic initiatives and assist with
implementation of a Town Centre Enhancement
Concept Plan [BVT].

Fringe Area
Commercial

g)

The Town may consider undertaking a study to expand
future commercial uses on non-commercial land
abutting the Town Centre Commercial Area.

3.5

GATEWAY COMMERCIAL AREA POLICIES

Gateway Concept

a)

The Gateway Commercial Area should become a highdensity mixed-use entry to the Town Centre providing
improved vehicular and pedestrian connections between
the Town Centre and the Bow Valley Trail tourismoriented commercial area [BVT].

Pedestrian

b)

The Gateway commercial area should provide a
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Oriented Public
Systems and
Development

comfortable
pedestrian
oriented
mixed-use
environment. The design of public systems (roads,
sidewalks, parks, pathways, lighting, street furniture,
etcetera) should support and encourage pedestrian use
of the area [BVT].

Key Entry Sites

c)

Development on key entry sites approaching the Town
Centre should provide a high quality of site and building
design due to their high visibility. [BVT].

Pedestrian
Trail
Connections

d)

Pedestrian access across and along Railway Avenue
and the CP Rail right-of-way should be improved to link
the Town Centre and Bow Valley Trail commercial areas
[BVT].

3.6

BOW VALLEY TRAIL POLICIES

Land Use

a)

The Bow Valley Trail commercial area should
accommodate visitor accommodation developments and
a variety of commercial uses including visitor-oriented
services and activities, and small retail outlets that serve
both residents and visitors. Residential units above
commercial uses will also be encouraged in appropriate
locations.

Visitor
Accommodation

b)

Development of more intensive visitor accommodation
uses will be accommodated within the Bow Valley Trail
commercial area [BVT].

Road and
Sidewalk
Improvements

c)

The Town will undertake roadway and pedestrian
walkway improvements along Bow Valley Trail to
accommodate growing visitor traffic volumes [BVT].

Improve
Pedestrian Links

d)

Improvements to the public pedestrian system should
include linkages to the Town-wide trail network and
across the CP Rail land to the Gateway and Town
Centre commercial areas [BVT].

Landscaping

e)

Intensive front yard landscaping shall be provided along
Bow Valley Trail to complement public pedestrian
walkways and screen parking areas from the road.
Front yard parking areas will not be permitted [BVT].
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Visual Screening

f)

To reduce the visual impact of commercial development
from the Trans Canada Highway, the Town will
implement architectural and landscaping controls to
ensure that building designs achieve an apparent
harmony of form, materials and exterior finishing with
the surrounding environment and are screened or
framed with natural landscaping treatments. Where
appropriate a Visual Impact Assessment may be
required in support of new development proposals (see
Part 4, Section 8.8 c) [BVT].

Streetscape
Development

g)

The Town shall prepare a streetscape design concept
including sidewalk, landscaping, and vehicle/pedestrian
access design criteria for new development along Bow
Valley Trail. This design concept will provide developers
and the Town with clear and consistent development
standards. Design of major new development proposals
on Bow Valley Trial should be built to final grades that
approximate the final grade of a redeveloped Bow
Valley Trail [BVT].

3.7

TRANSITION BUSINESS AREA POLICIES

Aspen Park Land
Uses

a)

Future land uses in the Aspen Park Transition Business
area should complement the adjacent Gateway
commercial area and residential land uses. Clean light
industrial and small service industrial uses will continue
to be appropriate in this area along with smaller
warehouse-retail sales businesses, offices, and trades
shops [BVT].

Industrial Triangle

b)

Existing industrial and business service land uses in the
Industrial Triangle shall be allowed to remain. New
development in the area should include light industrial,
warehouse sales, automotive, services, and accessory
offices. Such uses should be compatible with adjacent
residential and commercial areas and will be required to
demonstrate:
 that impacts such as noise, dust, vibration, and
visual clutter are contained within the boundary of
the site;
 a high standard of building design, landscaping and
visual screening of industrial operations and outdoor
storage.
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Aspen Park /
Industrial Triangle
Redevelopment

c)

Redevelopment in the Industrial Triangle and Aspen
Park Transition Areas will be encouraged. Architectural
design guidelines that are specific to the new
development in the Transition Areas shall be prepared
in consultation with landowners. Among other things,
design criteria for the Transition Areas shall include
reduced open storage, improved facade design
consistent with an alpine theme and uses that would
reduce noise and dust . [BVT]

Groundwater
Protection

d)

All existing and new industrial and business service land
uses in the Industrial Triangle and Aspen Park must
provide facilities for the proper storage, handling, and
disposal of any solid or liquid waste or potentially
hazardous waste. Every precaution must be taken to
prevent such substances from entering the soil or
causing contamination to surface or groundwater
resources.

3.8

LOCAL COMMERCIAL POLICIES

Local
Neighbourhood
Commercial

a)

The Town will encourage development of new local
commercial establishments to enhance the community,
enhance pedestrian orientation, and to reduce the need
for driving [GMS].

Small Scale
Commercial Uses

b)

Small scale commercial activities such as home-based
businesses, cultural activities, and bed & breakfast
operations may be accommodated in appropriate
locations within residential areas where the design and
operation of these activities does not unduly affect
existing nearby residential properties. The Town will
prepare standards to accommodate a restricted range of
small scale commercial activities as discretionary uses
in specific residential districts [GMS]
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4.0 RESORT AND TOURISM
4.1

BACKGROUND

Canmore has proven to be an attractive destination for visitors and tourism will
continue to be a key element in providing sustainable economic activity in the
Bow Valley Corridor. In 1997 the Town of Canmore Council adopted the
Canmore Community Tourism Task Force report. The Task Force Report vision
indicates that “In 2015, we have maintained the natural environment, and as a
result have earned an international reputation as a sustainable tourism
destination. Canmore’s tourism initiatives have adapted to the changing market
demands and provide year round visitor experiences that sustain long term
economic viability.” In response to the Task Force Report, the Town has
established the Canmore Tourism Agency, as a cooperative vehicle to work with
the tourism industry toward community tourism goals.
Tourism market studies indicate a growing market demand for tourism products
that include cultural and heritage trips, soft adventure travel, educational travel,
natural area hiking and photography. In addition to the traditional recreational
skiing market, the Town will encourage the development of appropriate
recreational activities that will strengthen the four-season destination appeal of
Canmore.
The Town of Canmore has designated two new Resort Centre areas within the
Urban Growth Boundary as shown in Map 2. Together, these Resort Centre
areas are expected to accommodate the majority of 2,750 approved new visitor
accommodation units along with associated timeshare condominiums,
convention facilities and visitor-oriented services. These units will add to the
existing inventory of approximately 1,300 units within the Town. Along with
development of additional visitor accommodation units and services in the central
Canmore commercial areas, this will provide an adequate supply of land to
accommodate foreseeable needs of the tourism industry.

4.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To build and develop a tourism industry in Canmore that is economically and
environmentally sustainable [TTF].
2. To ensure that tourism development provides ongoing economic benefit to
the community while maintaining and strengthening local cultural, social and
natural resources (TTF)
3. To ensure an appropriate balance is maintained between the needs of
residents and the needs of visitors in order to maintain the quality of life for
residents of Canmore [GMP-adapted].
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4. To ensure that resort and tourism-related developments are designed,
constructed and operated in a manner that is complementary to Canmore’s
alpine mountain valley setting [GMP].
5. To ensure ongoing and open consultation between resort developers and the
residents of Canmore [GMP-adapted].
6. To ensure compatibility between resort areas and nearby residential areas.
7. To ensure that staff accommodation is provided in conjunction with all new
visitor accommodation developments in resort areas.
4.3

RESORT CENTRE POLICIES

Visitor
Accommodation
Locations

a)

Resort Centre areas shown in Map 2 will
provide an ample supply of land for new Visitor
Accommodation development in Future Growth
Areas.

Timeshare
Locations

b)

Development of Timeshare Condominium Units
should occur predominantly within designated
Resort Centre Areas.

Compatibility with
Existing Areas.

c)

Development of Resort Centre, Visitor
Accommodation and Timeshare Condominium
uses shall not compromise the integrity of
existing or planned residential areas.

Compatibility with
other Statutory
Plans

d)

All proposals for redesignation, subdivision and
development shall be consistent with the
policies and requirements of all relevant Area
Structure Plans and other statutory plans.
07-2005

Public Trail System

e)

All Resort Centre and Visitor Accommodation
developments
shall
provide
convenient
pedestrian connections to the public trails and
open space system [GMP].

Public Use of Visitor
Services

f)

The provision of commercial, recreational,
educational and cultural facilities and services
that are available to the general public will be
encouraged within Resort Centre and Visitor
Accommodation developments.
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Impact Assessment

g)

Where appropriate, Council may require the
proponent of a Visitor Accommodation
development or other resort development to
provide information relative to the impact of the
development on the Town of Canmore. Such
information may include:
 an environmental impact statement and/or
environmental impact assessment (see Part
4, Section 8.5);
 a visual impact assessment (see Part 4,
Section 8.8c);
 a social and economic impact assessment
(see Part 6, Section 4e).
07-2005

Review and
Acceptance of
Impact
Assessments

h)

Studies, reviews, assessments and other
documents
prepared
by
independent
consultants in accordance with applicable
statutory plans shall be submitted to Council for
review and acceptance.
07-2005

Public Consultation

i)

A public consultation program should be
undertaken as part of any new resort planning
or major development proposal associated with
the resort.

Resort Centre
Design

j)

New developments within Resort Centre areas
shall:







Staff
Accommodation for
Resort Centres

k)

maximize retention of natural landforms,
natural vegetation and open space;
ensure the protection of environmentally
sensitive areas including natural drainage
channels, wildlife movement corridors and
habitat;
provide linkages to the Canmore trails and
open space system;
contribute to the development of Canmore
as a year round, multi-seasonal, ecotourism
destination;
conform to an architectural theme which
complements and enhances the natural
mountain valley setting

New Visitor Accommodation developments in
Resort
Centres
shall
provide
staff
accommodation units as required by the Land
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Use Bylaw and other Town approved
initiatives. The majority of the staff housing
requirement generated within the Resort Centre
should be provided within the Resort Centre or
within reasonable walking distance of the
Resort Centre.
Tourism-Related
Staff
Accommodation

4.4

l)

The Town will cooperate with the Canmore
Tourism Agency, developers, operators and
other appropriate community stakeholders to
ensure
that
appropriate
employee
accommodation is provided for all tourismrelated development in Canmore [CHS].

TOURISM POLICIES

Multi-Seasonal
Tourism
Opportunities

a)

Tourism-related developments that provide
multi-seasonal and/or non-consumptive ecotourism opportunities shall be encouraged
within Canmore [GMP-adapted].

Expanding TourismRelated Facilities

b)

The Canmore Tourism Agency and the Town of
Canmore
shall
promote
appropriate
development that enhances the variety of
cultural,
recreational,
educational
and
entertainment opportunities for visitors and
permanent residents on a year-round basis.
This could include local theatres, art galleries,
craft markets, private schools or training
centres, health spas, recreational facilities,
public festivals, etc. (TTF - adapted)

Mitigation of
“Tourism Flow”

c)

Tourism development and the increased flow of
tourists should be planned and accommodated
in a manner that maintains the quality of life for
residents.
The impact of tourism can be
mitigated through initiatives such as the
following:



disperse the flow of visitors to a variety of
planned “tourism pods” within the Town;
provide direct vehicular traffic to/from
tourism areas to minimize the impact on
residential areas;
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ensure that tourism related transportation
and support services such as bus zones
and recreational vehicle parking areas are
integrated into the community environment
through
strategic
placement
and
landscaped buffering;
support the continued upgrading of multiuse commuter and recreational trails and
routes throughout the Town, to encourage
visitors and residents to walk or cycle within
the town, rather than drive;

Staff Training
Centre

d)

The Town of Canmore, in partnership with the
Canmore Tourism Agency will examine the
feasibility of establishing a “Staff Training
Centre” for staff employed in the tourism
service industry [TTF].

Tourism Growth
and Infrastructure

e)

The Town of Canmore, in partnership with the
Canmore Tourism Agency should cooperate to
identify
the
long-term
infrastructure
requirements associated with future growth in
tourism-related activities in Canmore [TTF adapted].

Public Transit

f)

Major resort and visitor accommodation
developments should contribute to the design
and operation of a public transit or shuttle bus
service linking resort areas and key
destinations within the Town. The Town of
Canmore will work with the Canmore Tourism
Agency
and
the
Canmore
Economic
Development Authority to design a shared
public transit system that can accommodate
both visitors and residents.

Visitor Centre

g)

The Town of Canmore should cooperate with
the Canmore Tourism Agency to define the
costs of a Canmore Visitor Information and
Interpretive Centre and identify appropriate
ways to raise funds for that project. [TTF].
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5.0 INDUSTRIAL
5.1

BACKGROUND

The Town of Canmore is the industrial and commercial service centre for the
Bow Corridor area. At the same time, the Town is already experiencing a
shortage of available land for general industrial uses.
Existing industrial activity is concentrated in the Elk Run and Bow Meadows
areas on the northeast side of Highway #1. The total inventory of designated
industrial land in Canmore is approximately 54 acres. Lands that were previously
identified as potential industrial expansion areas have now been identified as
environmentally sensitive wildlife habitat and movement areas that will be
protected as Natural Conservation Areas. Existing industrial areas are almost
built out and there is limited ability to provide new industrial land in appropriate
locations within the Town.
Faced with this future shortage of land for general industrial purposes, the Town
has designated a future clean business park area of approximately 20 acres in
the east (Three Sisters) growth area that will be located at the Highway #1/Three
Sisters Parkway interchange. It will be important for the Town to start now to
pursue additional strategies to accommodate the industrial land use needs of the
Town and the region. These strategies will involve a combination of the following
approaches:




5.2

Protection of existing designated industrial areas for industrial uses ;
Accommodating a broader mix of uses such as offices, research industries,
and arts and crafts industries, within existing commercial areas and resort
centre areas where a mix of uses can be accommodated;
Accommodate the development of home occupations and home-based
businesses within the Town where appropriate standards can be met to
protect the quality of life in residential neighbourhoods.

OBJECTIVES

1. To accommodate a range of light service industries that provide economic
opportunities for local residents and services to the resident population,
tourism and business community.
2. To encourage a more diversified local economy by attracting businesses such
as research and development, high-technology, health and recreation, arts
and crafts, and environmental technologies/services that value an attractive
mountain setting for permanent employees.
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3. To recognize the limited land base available in Canmore for traditional
industrial land uses and identify alternatives to accommodate appropriate
industrial development within the Town and the Bow Corridor.
4. To encourage industries to seek environmentally-friendly solutions to their
solid and liquid waste storage, handling, and disposal needs.

5.3

INDUSTRIAL POLICIES

Elk Run and Bow
Meadows

a)

The Elk Run and Bow Meadows industrial areas
shall continue to be the focus of general industrial
activity in Canmore. The Town will ensure efficient
industrial use of these areas and restrict
development that could locate in alternative
commercial areas.

Intensification in
Existing Industrial
Areas

b)

Encourage intensification of use in existing
industrial areas by providing multi-level industrial
bays and high site coverage where these initiatives
are compatible with adjacent non-industrial land
uses.

Future Growth Areas

c)

Future development of a planned business park
area incorporating potential offices, light industrial
and services, and trades uses will be
accommodated within the Town boundaries
immediately east of the planned Three Sisters
Parkway interchange. Future development in this
area will be subject to an Area Structure Plan and
visual impact guidelines.

Additional
Employment Areas

d)

The Town will consider proposals to establish new
non-retail employment generating land uses in the
following areas:



light industrial or business park areas in future
growth areas or resort centres;
light industrial and business uses as part of
mixed-use development sites in designated
commercial areas.

Proposals to establish additional non-retail
employment areas will be evaluated by Council on a
site-specific basis to ensure compatibility with
existing and planned adjacent uses, adequacy of
services, adequacy of access and parking, wellhead
protection, etc.
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Design Standards

e)

Industrial developments shall demonstrate regard
for Canmore’s character, heritage and environment
through measures such as:






providing a generous and functional separation
from adjacent residential, resort, and/or
conservation areas;
retention of natural landscaping and trees within
the industrial area;
providing industrial building designs that are
appropriate to a mountain community;
providing visual screening from adjacent land
uses and major transportation corridors; and,
provide visual screening of all outdoor storage
areas.

Natural Resource
Extraction

f)

The establishment of new or expanded natural
resource extraction operations will be restricted due
to the environmental sensitivity of lands within the
Town of Canmore. Any new or expanded natural
resource extraction activity will require a land use
amendment and/or Development Permit approval.
Proposals for new or expanded resource extraction
operations will be required to provide a conceptual
development plan, operations plan, reclamation
plan and, where appropriate, an environmental
impact assessment to the satisfaction of the
Approval Authority.

Reclamation Plans

g)

All existing resource extraction industries shall be
encouraged to implement a reclamation strategy
which maximizes the use of native vegetation,
complements the natural landform of the area and
complies with the Provincial land reclamation
policies [GMP].

Impact Mitigation for
Resource Extraction

h)

Natural resource extraction industries shall provide
appropriate on-site buffer areas and incorporate
other measures as required to control the noise,
dust, vibration, drainage, visual, and environmental
impacts of the operation sufficiently to ensure
compatibility with existing and planned future land
uses in the area.
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6.0 PUBLIC PARKS, SCHOOLS AND TRAILS
6.1

BACKGROUND

Public parks, school sites, and trails in Canmore should provide a linked public
open space system that serves a combination of recreational, educational, and
non-motorized transportation purposes. Canmore residents are already fortunate
to have access to a Bow River open space system, Recreation Centre,
numerous trails that extend from the Town to Bow Valley natural areas, and
facilities such as the Canmore Nordic Centre for cross-country skiing.
The provision of recreational programs and services already represents the
largest single operating expenditure within the Town’s municipal budget. Along
with protection of the natural environment, Canmore residents place a high value
on the continued provision of adequate recreational open space land within the
Town. The Town administration is currently reviewing options for providing
additional recreational open space to serve residents living north of Highway #1.
The Plan identifies the intent of the Town to maximize the acquisition of land for
recreational use through “municipal reserve” and related dedications at the time
of subdivision in future growth areas. The Plan also identifies priorities for the
acquisition and use of limited municipal reserve lands in these future growth
areas.
The Town is currently finalizing a detailed trail network plan to guide future
development and integration of the overall trail system. Joint use of school sites
for community recreational, cultural and educational purposes will allow for more
efficient use of school sites and facilities to serve all residents.

6.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide parks and recreation facilities to serve the needs of residents and
visitors.
2. To ensure the development of a comprehensive recreation network including
pedestrian and bicycle trails, recreation facilities, recreational open space,
historical resources and natural areas.
3. To ensure the integration of the local open space system with regional trail
and open space networks.
4. To encourage a functional pedestrian transportation system that encourages
an alternative to using a motor vehicle.
5. To develop a trail system along water bodies, escarpments and through the
open space network.
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6. To meet community needs by providing for joint-use in accordance with the
School Facility Master Plan. (OSDG)

6.3

PUBLIC PARKS, SCHOOLS AND TRAILS POLICIES

Municipal Reserve
Dedication

a)

Require that ten percent of the gross developable
area of land to be subdivided be dedicated to the
Town for purposes of providing municipal reserve
(MR) land. Municipal Reserve land will be used for
public parkland, trails, recreational and school land
uses [required by MGA]. Municipal reserve may be
used for trails where the trail is part of a larger multipurpose reserve site and where no other method of
securing the land is acceptable to the Town.

Additional Municipal
Reserve Land

b)

Require an additional five percent of the land being
subdivided to be provided as dedicated municipal,
reserve (MR) land where the residential density
may exceed 30 units per hectare, where deemed
appropriate, and subject to the limitations of the
Municipal Government Act.

Municipal Reserve
Priorities

c)

The location and distribution of municipal reserve
land will be determined at the Area Structure Plan,
conceptual scheme of subdivision, and/or tentative
plan of subdivision stage considering the following
general priorities which may vary on a site-specific
basis:
 Town-wide requirements for school sites
and maintained parkland;
 local neighbourhood requirements for
maintained parkland;
 requirements for linear parks and trails
where alternative rights-of-way for key
trail links are not available;
 protection of environmentally sensitive
natural areas;
 Town-wide and regional requirements for
athletic parks, arenas, festival sites, and
other recreational facilities.

Municipal Reserve
Criteria

d)

Wherever possible and appropriate, municipal
reserve lands shall be sufficiently level to permit
active recreational use of the land. The Town
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should not accept narrow local walkways, steeply
sloped land, buffer strips and land that is legally
encumbered as part of the 10% municipal reserve
dedication.
Off-Site Municipal
Reserve Needs

e)

The Town will require that municipal reserve be
provided as land. Where this is not practical the
Town may require payment of money-in-lieu of
municipal reserve land or, preferably, deferral of the
reserve land requirement by legal caveat. Where
money-in-lieu of open space is accepted the Town
will use these funds to acquire equivalent public
open space in appropriate locations.

Joint-Use of School
Sites

f)

Where the need for new school sites is established,
the Town will support the joint-use of school sites
and facilities for both school and community use.

School Sites

g)

The Town will allocate municipal reserve land for
schools in the following manner:




the title of any municipal reserve land
acceptable to the Town shall be vested in
the Town;
cash-in-lieu of reserve land shall be paid
to the Town; and
the location of the school sites shall be
determined
by
mutual
agreement
between the Town, the school board.

Additional Open
Space

h)

Where appropriate, the Town will accept open
space for recreational and environmental protection
uses in addition to the maximum municipal reserve
and environmental reserve dedication permitted
under the Municipal Government Act. The Town
will pursue opportunities to maximize green space
and recreational areas in order to enhance the
quality of life of the community’s residents [GMS adapted].

Integrated Open
Space System

i)

Place a high priority on developing an integrated
Town-wide open space system that includes
maintained Municipal Reserve parkland and natural
Environmental Reserve areas that are conveniently
and safely accessible via the Town-wide trail
system [OSDG].
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Watercourses and
Escarpments

j)

Incorporate lands along watercourses and major
escarpments into the open space system wherever
possible in order to protect the natural quality and
provide public access to these major landscape
features.

Trail System Master
Plan

k)

The Town will prepare and implement a master plan
for a comprehensive, integrated trail network. The
trail system should incorporate the following design
principles:
 incorporate regional multi-purpose trails
and local pedestrian trails;
 incorporate links to existing and planned
regional trails;
 minimize interaction with traffic areas and
maximize linkage to cultural, recreational
and public open space areas; [GMS]
 link new residential subdivisions and
major commercial nodes ;[GMP] [GMS]


designed to include efficient routing and
points of connection for non-recreational
users.

Open Space
Guidelines

l)

All open space and trail development should
conform to the Town of Canmore Engineering
Design Standards and Open Space Development
Guidelines as amended from time to time. The
guidelines refer to general location, size, and
allocation of parks and trails. [OSDG]

Trail Design for
Environmentally
Sensitive Areas

m)

In environmentally sensitive areas and wildlife
movement areas, the trail system should be
designed to minimize environmental impact
associated with development and human use. The
following measures should be incorporated:





develop a program for seasonal closures
where appropriate to minimize impact on
wildlife movement and habitat areas;[GMS]
new four-season trails should be located in
less sensitive locations in order to reduce
demand for access to critical areas;
(T&OSCP)
development of new four-season trails within
Conservation Areas should be minimized;
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the design of trails within Conservation Areas
and environmentally sensitive areas should
use natural materials wherever appropriate;
crossings of natural wildlife corridors should
be as close to perpendicular as possible;
amenities such as benches, tables, garbage
receptacles and lights should be eliminated
from trails within wildlife corridors and critical
habitat areas [T&OSCP].

Bow River
Islands

n)

The islands located within the Bow River are
designated
as
Conservation
Areas
and
development on these islands will be strictly limited
to natural open space uses [GMP –adapted].

Preserving Natural
Vegetation

o)

Through responsible site planning and design, the
Town will maintain as much existing tree cover,
natural vegetation and site features as possible
throughout the open space system.
The
recreational function of maintained parkland areas
will limit the amount of natural vegetation that can
be retained in these areas [OSDG – adapted].
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7.0 TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
7.1

BACKGROUND

Canmore will continue to ensure that urban utility and transportation
infrastructure is provided to balance the requirements for environmental
protection, economic efficiency, and accommodation of new population and
commercial growth. The Town has built a state-of-the-art “biologically aerated
filtration plant” for sanitary wastewater treatment that has capacity to
accommodate a population of in the range of 15,000 to 18,000 people. The
Town has an adequate supply of water from groundwater sources that can be
expanded to serve future growth areas as required through provisions of
additional pumps and reservoirs. All storm water from development in future
growth areas will be captured and treated in a system of planned natural
sedimentation and/or percolation ponds prior to discharge to receiving waters.
Traffic on Canmore roadways has been increasing at rates faster than previously
expected and faster than population growth during recent years. Upgrading of
key “bottlenecks” in the existing system will need to be undertaken as continued
growth in the resident and visitor population continues to result in safety
concerns and unacceptable traffic delays.
At the same time, these
improvements to the roadway system will need to be balanced with increased
emphasis on providing alternatives to the private automobile, including
pedestrian cycle trails and local shuttle bus services.
The major roadway network improvements that will need to occur during the next
5 years will be the construction of the Three Sisters Parkway and the new
Highway #1/Three Sisters Parkway interchange. This development will provide
an alternate access and egress point for future development in the east growth
corridor.
During the next few years the Town will face pressures to accommodate
servicing for new development in areas such as Dead Man’s Flats and Harvie
Heights that are located outside the Town’s boundary. The Town will need to
address these issues cooperatively with the MD of Bighorn to ensure
environmentally sensitive and cost effective servicing for development in the
region. In addition, planning for infrastructure expansion will require continuous
monitoring to anticipate the needs of the tourism and resort industries. While
residential population growth can be forecast with some degree of certainty, the
rate of growth in tourism development and the “peaking” of infrastructure loads
from the temporary visitor population is highly variable. Infrastructure demand
from temporary visitors can be expected to have a dramatic effect on the demand
for services and the level of services required.
With reduced senior government funding for urban infrastructure, the Town will
also need to periodically review and update municipal development cost charges
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and policies to ensure that the balance between developer charges, general mill
rate charges and user pay mechanisms are appropriate.

7.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide a multi-modal transportation system.
2. To provide for the efficient and safe movement of people and goods.
3. To improve the efficiency of the existing road network by continuous
monitoring and upgrading as required to accommodate safe travel due to new
growth in demand.
4. To ensure that roadways and utility systems are upgraded and expanded in
an environmentally sensitive and fiscally responsible manner to coincide with
future urban growth.
5. To provide for improvement and extension of the Town-wide multi-use bicycle
and pedestrian trail system and encourage the use of alternatives to the
private automobile for visitor and resident movement among key destinations
within the Town.
7.3

TRANSPORTATION POLICIES

Long-Term
Transportation
System

a)

The long-term transportation system should be
designed to accommodate the movement of people
and goods:





Transportation
Master Plan

b)

within a more integrated central commercial
core;
between the integrated core and other
recreational, cultural, commercial and resort
centres within the Town;
between the Town of Canmore and the Town of
Banff;
on designated arterial routes that bypass
pedestrian priority areas [GMS-adapted].

In order to respond appropriately to high growth in
transportation demand, the Town shall prepare a
Transportation Master Plan and review the Master
Plan on an annual basis. The Transportation
Master Plan will incorporate parking, trail system
and public transit planning issues into the overall
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transportation plan [TP].
Improvements to
Existing Road
Network

c)

The following key improvements to the existing road
network will be reviewed for implementation during
the next few years to accommodate future
transportation growth:


construction of a new Three Sisters Parkway
interchange and Three Sisters Parkway;
 improvements to Bow Valley Trail;
 improvements along Railway Avenue;
 improvements to the Bow River Bridge and
associated roadwork [TS].

Pedestrian Areas

d)

Pending completion of the Town Centre Concept
Plan during 1998, the Town will designate a portion
of the Town Centre as a pedestrian priority area.
Within this area, pedestrian movement will be
accommodated as a first priority. Strategies such
as increasing pedestrian comfort, adequate
periphery parking, bicycle parking and transit will be
emphasized within this area rather than efficient
accommodation of private automobile throughtraffic.

Central Area Parking
Plan

e)

Prepare a Parking Master Plan which identifies
future parking areas, designated vehicular drop-off
areas, recreational vehicle and bus parking
requirements, cash-in-lieu of parking requirements,
and potential future sites for parking structures
within a more integrated central Canmore
commercial area [GMS].

Future Growth Areas

f)

Future growth areas will be served by a hierarchical
public road system consisting of highways, arterials,
collector roads and local roads designed to the
Town of Canmore Engineering Design Standards
(see Map 6).

Staging of Roadway
Improvements

g)

Major improvements and expansions to the
roadway system shall be staged to coincide with
contiguous development or to relieve existing traffic
congestion and safety problems in the system.

Truck Routes

h)

Road systems shall be designed to minimize
through traffic in residential areas and prevent
commercial traffic from entering residential districts.
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The Town will continue to designate efficient truck
and dangerous goods routes for the movement of
goods to and from industrial and commercial areas.
Traffic Impact
Assessment

i)

A traffic and parking impact assessment shall be
provided in support of major redesignation and
development permit applications.

Landscaping for
Surface Parking

j)

In order to maintain the attractive natural setting of
Canmore throughout the built-up area, natural
perimeter landscaping shall be provided in all
surface parking areas. Internal landscaping may be
required in large surface parking lots.

Vehicle Drop-off
Areas

k)

Vehicle drop-off areas should be identified
throughout the transportation network to allow
visitors to park trailers, buses and large recreational
vehicles.

Community Shuttle
Service

l)

Cooperate with the Canmore Tourism Agency,
visitor accommodation operators and resort centre
developers to provide a community shuttle bus
service that links residential and resort centre areas
with major commercial, recreational and cultural
destinations within the Town during peak demand
periods.

Transportation
Terminal

m)

Secure a site for development of transportation
terminal within a more integrated central
commercial area. The transportation terminal site
should be located outside the traditional Town
Centre area and be designed to accommodate
community shuttle buses, tour buses, recreational
vehicles and a possible future passenger train
service.

7.4

UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE POLICIES

Design Standards

a)

All utility servicing infrastructure shall comply with
the Town of Canmore Engineering Design
Standards.

Servicing Cost

b)

Developers shall be responsible for the construction
and initial maintenance of utility extensions and
oversizing unless otherwise specified in a
Subdivision or Development Agreement with the
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Town of Canmore [GMP-adapted].
Cost Recovery

c)

Prior to approval of major utility extensions or
upgrading the Town will ensure that all construction
and operating costs to accommodate growth will be
recovered from benefiting users and/or landowners
[GMP –adapted].

Environmental
Impact

d)

Ensure that utilities are placed underground in a
manner that minimizes the impact of development
on the natural terrain and mountain environment
[GMP-adapted].

Infrastructure Master
Plans

e)

The Town of Canmore shall prepare Master Plans
to identify the existing capacity, the short term
upgrading requirements and the long term viability
of the following utility systems:





Capacity of Utility
Systems

f)

water system;
sanitary sewer system;
storm sewer system;
solid waste management system.

In accordance with the prepared Master Plans, the
Town of Canmore shall:





monitor the capacity of all utility systems to
ensure the provision of adequate service to
meet domestic, industrial, visitor accommodation
and emergency requirements;
endeavour to optimize the use of existing
servicing systems prior to expansion or
extension;
ensure the sizing of utility extensions is based
on the ultimate pattern of future growth and
extensions are appropriate to the staging of
development.
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8.0 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
8.1

BACKGROUND

The Bow River valley in and around Canmore is recognized as a critical
component of the Rocky Mountain ecosystem. The area contains montane
habitat that is rare in Alberta and supports a vast diversity of animal and plant
species. Within this ecologically sensitive context, protection of the natural
environment is a high priority for the Town. Conservation policy areas have been
identified within the Town boundary to ensure that regional carnivore and
ungulate primary movement corridors are strictly protected.
Within the defined Urban Growth Boundary, additional environmentally sensitive
wildlife movement and habitat areas, riparian habitat areas, and wetland areas
will be protected within and through the Urban Growth Boundary. Areas for
protection within the Urban Growth Boundary will be identified through the Area
Structure Plan, redesignation, and subdivision approval stages and acquired by
the Town as dedicated Environmental Reserve, voluntary conservation
easements, or where necessary through purchase in cooperation with the
Province and other conservation agencies. Other lands may be protected
through Provincial preservation initiatives such as Special Places 2000.
Conflict between the ecological function of wildlife corridors and human
recreational use of wildlife corridors is a growing area of environmental concern.
Wildlife corridors located within Conservation Areas are not intended to serve a
significant recreational function and human uses in these areas will need to be
strictly monitored and controlled. Wildlife corridors within the Urban Growth
Boundary will normally be multi-use corridors that are shared by animals and by
certain human recreational uses. Human use in these areas will require
monitoring and may require restrictions on a seasonal or temporal basis. The
specific extent of recreational use that will be appropriate in these corridors will
vary depending on the function and sensitivity of different corridor locations and
such uses will be defined in the Land Use Bylaw.

8.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To identify and protect environmentally sensitive areas which contribute to the
maintenance of natural processes, bio-diversity and the quality of urban living
[GMP –adapted].
2. To identify lands that have inherent natural, cultural and/or recreational value
and to maintain and enhance the natural quality of such environments for
human passive and/or active recreational use.
.
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3. To minimize potential flood damage in all areas that are subject to flooding
[GMP - adapted].
4. To maintain high standards of surface and groundwater quality within the Bow
River watershed through sound environmental planning and protection
[GMP].
5. To maintain, improve and extend a Bow River linear natural area based upon
natural habitat protection and passive low intensity activities as the primary
park uses.

8.3

CONSERVATION AREA POLICIES

Conservation Areas

a)

Conservation Areas illustrated in Map 1 and Map 2
are integral to the protection of wildlife movement,
wildlife habitat and ecosystem processes in the Bow
Corridor.
Future development and/or human
activity in these areas shall be strictly minimized to
ensure the protection of natural area functions.

Existing Uses in
Conservation Areas

b)

Existing and approved land uses in Conservation
Areas shall remain as conforming uses under the
Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw.

Private Land in
Conservation Areas

c)

Change in existing Land Use Bylaw designations to
permit additional development on private lands, as
they exist at the time of approval of Bylaw 30-98 in
Conservation Areas, shall require an amendment to
Map 1 and Map 2 of this MDP following submission
of an environmental impact assessment acceptable
to the Town of Canmore Council.

Flood and Erosion
Control

d)

The Town of Canmore, in cooperation with and
subject to the approval of public agencies, shall
establish guidelines for flood and erosion control
works within Conservation Areas [GMP].

Public Utilities in
Conservation Areas

e)

Important public utilities and ancillary facilities, and
the expansion of such utilities and facilities may be
permitted within Conservation Areas in accordance
with the recommendations of an Environmental
Impact Statement or Environmental Impact
Assessment to the satisfaction of Town of Canmore
Council.
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8.4

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREA POLICIES

ESA’s Within the
Urban Growth
Boundary

a)

Environmentally Sensitive Areas within the Urban
Growth Boundary will include all lands illustrated in
Map 4 Wildlife Habitat and Movement Corridors,
and Map 5 Flood Risk Areas. Development on
those lands contained within the proposed
Wellhead Protection Area will not be treated as
Environmentally Sensitive Areas, but will be
governed through the requirements of the Land Use
Bylaw.
In addition, all lands that qualify as
Environmental Reserve under the Municipal
Government Act will be treated as Environmentally
Sensitive Areas.
The specific boundaries of
Environmentally Sensitive Areas within the Urban
Growth Boundary shall be defined at the Area
Structure Plan or Conceptual Scheme of
Subdivision stage.

Land Use in ESA’s

b)

Restricted land uses may be appropriate in
Environmentally Sensitive Areas under site specific
conditions and controls. Area Structure Plans or
Conceptual Schemes of Subdivision should provide
detailed policies for Environmentally Sensitive
Areas to ensure the protection of ecological
functions, to enhance recreational opportunities
where appropriate, and to preserve scenic, natural
and cultural landscape features.

Environmental
Impact Statement

c)

Development proposals within or adjacent to
Environmentally Sensitive Areas shall include an
Environmental Impact Statement pursuant to
Section 8.5(a) which shall identify the boundaries of
the natural area and evaluate the impact of the
proposed development.

Wildlife Corridors
and Habitat as
Planning Issue

d)

The protection of viable wildlife corridors and habitat
patches for ungulates, carnivores and other wildlife
is a valid and important land use planning
consideration in Canmore.
Specific land use
districts, conservation easements, and other
implementation tools may be used to ensure
protection of wildlife corridors and habitat areas.

Wildlife Movement

e)

The functional utility of wildlife movement corridors
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Corridor Design

Conservation
Easements

8.5

as identified schematically on Map 4 shall be
protected and maintained for a variety of wildlife
species. The appropriate management techniques
and width for wildlife corridors within the Urban
Growth Boundary may be determined according to
the criteria contained in the report “Wildlife Corridor
and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley,
1998 [BCEAG].
f)

The Town shall encourage all landowners in
Conservation areas to enter into conservation
easements as an effective tool for long-term habitat
protection.

MUNICIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS,
ASSESSMENTS, AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN
POLICIES

Environmental
Impact Statement
Contents

a)

A municipal Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
shall provide the following environmental screening
level of information:


a description of existing environmental
conditions, proposed development, and the
significance of potential short and long term
environmental impacts, including impacts of
construction and operating activities;
 identification of appropriate and feasible
mitigative measures including land planning,
project design, construction techniques, and
operational practices to reduce or eliminate
potentially adverse effects on the environment,
including for example:
a) fish and wildlife and associated habitat
b) vegetation
c) surface and bedrock geology
d) soils and terrain
e) surface and groundwater quantity and
quality
f) air quality
g) visual resources
h) land and resource use
i) cultural and heritage resources
j) cumulative impacts on the above.
 identify
residual
impacts,
monitoring
requirements, and whether more extensive
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environmental impact assessment work is
required.
 as part of the environmental screening, the EIS
will address the environmental objectives and
policies of the Town’s statutory documents that
are applicable to the site.
Review of
Environmental
Impact Statement

b)

The Town may require a terms of reference for an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be
reviewed and approved by the Town to ensure that
relevant statutory policies are addressed. When an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is submitted
the Town shall refer the Statement for review to
appropriate provincial agencies and a qualified
independent wildlife professional selected by the
Town of Canmore. The independent professional
shall evaluate the EIS for the adequacy of the
Statement and recommend if a full Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) is warranted.
The
Environmental Advisory Review Committee shall
review the EIS to determine whether it meets the
requirements of Section 8.5(a) above. The EIS will
then be forwarded to Council or the Development
Authority, as appropriate, for their consideration in
the applicable subdivision, bylaw, statutory plan,
development permit or other process.
If the
relevant proposal is under the jurisdiction of the
Development Authority, a copy of the EIS will be
submitted to Council for information.
07-2005

Review of
Environmental
Impact Assessment

c)

Based on the review of the Environmental Impact
Statement by the independent wildlife professional
selected by the Town, Council or the Approving
Authority, as appropriate to the application, may
determine
that
an
Environmental
Impact
Assessment (EIA) is warranted. If an EIA is
required, a draft terms of reference for the EIA shall
be prepared by the proponent and submitted to the
Town for review by the Environmental Advisory
Review Committee which will forward the terms of
reference to Council for approval.
The EIA shall be prepared by the proponent in
accordance with the approved terms of reference.
Upon receipt of the completed EIA, the Town will
circulate the Assessment, where appropriate, to
provincial
agencies,
qualified
professional
consultants retained by the Town and/or other
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advisory groups with appropriate experience and
qualifications. The EIA will then be submitted to
Council or the Development Authority for
consideration in their review of the relevant
proposal. If the relevant proposal is under the
jurisdiction of the Development Authority, a copy of
the EIA will be submitted to Council for information.
07-2005
Other Environmental
Impact Assessments

d)

Should an environmental impact assessment for a
proposed development within the Urban Growth
Boundary be submitted to, reviewed, and approved
by the NRCB, Council may no longer require the
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement
for the Town [GMP].

Construction
Management Plans

e)

New large-scale multi-unit developments, large
subdivisions and recreational developments in or
adjacent to Environmentally Sensitive Areas shall
file a site-specific Construction Management Plan
that outlines environmental protection measures
including, but not limited to:




Environmental Site
Assessments

f)

erosion control, vegetation protection and
pesticide and herbicide control where applicable;
environmental
mitigation
and
monitoring
measures to be undertaken by the developer;
reclamation
and
revegetation
plans
in
accordance with the Town of Canmore
Engineering Standards and Open Space
Guidelines.

Where there is reason to believe that there is a
possibility of site contamination by virtue of previous
land use, physical site evidence, geographic
location, civic databases, landowner disclosure, or
other sources of information, the Town of Canmore
shall require the applicant for a land use
redesignation or a discretionary development permit
which involves a significant change of use or
construction, to provide an Environmental Site
Assessment (ESA) according to guidelines
developed by the Canadian Standards Association.
The ESA shall be prepared by a qualified
professional
engineering or environmental
consulting firm.
A phased approach for
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investigating site contamination should include:
 Phase 1: Screening
 Phase 2: Investigation
 Phase 3: Remediation and Risk Management

8.6

WATERCOURSE AND WATER QUALITY POLICIES

Floodway

a)

Development within the floodway as designated by
Alberta Environmental Protection and illustrated on
Map 5 shall be limited to uses such as natural area
parks, trails and essential utilities that do not
impede the flood discharge function.

Flood Fringe

b)

To maintain the natural flood control properties of
the 1:100 year flood fringe (i.e., floodplain) area and
to preserve water quality and the natural riparian
ecosystems unique to the Bow River system,
development within the naturally occurring flood
fringe area shall be limited to impacts that will not
significantly alter the natural functions of the
floodplain [GMP – adapted].

Watercourse
Improvements

c)

The Town of Canmore shall cooperate with the
appropriate public agencies in establishing design
guidelines for watercourse improvement.
The
natural characteristics of the watercourses shall be
retained or enhanced where possible [GMP].

Development
Setbacks from Bow
River

d)

In Future Growth Areas, a 60 metre building
setback from the top of bank of the Bow River shall
be required. In special cases the width of this
setback may be varied in accordance with the
recommendations of an approved Area Structure
Plan,
Environmental
Impact
Statement,
Environmental Impact Assessment or other Councilapproved plans that take account of local features
[GMP – adapted].

Setback from Other
Watercourses

e)

For all naturally occurring watercourses other than
the Bow River, and for previously developed areas
along the Bow River, a minimum 20 metre building
setback from the top of bank of the watercourse
shall be required.
Where slope stability,
environmental or geotechnical conditions warrant,
the 20 metre setback shall be increased [GMP].
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Access to
Watercourses

f)

An Environmental Reserve dedication should be
provided adjacent to any watercourse at the time of
subdivision of adjacent lands.
The width of
Environmental Reserve land will vary depending on
the significance of the ecology, geotechnical
stability, floodplain, and open space/trail system
requirements.
The general configuration of
Environmental Reserve adjacent to a watercourse
shall be determined at the Area Structure Plan or
Conceptual Scheme of Subdivision Stage. In no
case will the width of any environmental reserve
strip be less than 10 meters [GMP-adapted].

Groundwater Issues

g)

Potential groundwater concerns shall be identified
as part of the Area Structure Plan, Conceptual
Scheme or Area Redevelopment Plan process.
Appropriate guidelines shall be established for
proposed development upon aquifers or lands
having capacity for groundwater recharge.
Development within the proposed Wellhead
Protection Area will be guided through policies
contained within the Land Use Bylaw.

Wellhead Protection
Zone

h)

A proposed Wellhead Protection (WHP) Area has
been identified. The Town of Canmore will prepare
guidelines for protection of the Town’s primary
groundwater supply capture zone (as identified on
Map 9) from contamination and incorporate these
guidelines into the Land Use Bylaw

Groundwater
Development
Constraints

i)

On sites where groundwater is a known or
suspected constraint to development, appropriate
mitigation measures shall be proposed to the
satisfaction of the Approval Authority.

8.7

UNDERMINING POLICIES

Provincial
Undermining
Regulation

a)

Provincial Order In Council Regulation # OC
260/97, OC 265/97 and OC 266/97 provides for
development on undermined lands within the Three
Sisters Resorts NRCB decision area. The Province
of Alberta will ensure all liability issues associated
with development in these areas will not accrue to
the Town of Canmore.

Development on

b)

Except as noted above in policy 8.7(a), subdivision
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Undermined Lands

8.8

or development on, or in close proximity to
undermined areas shall be prohibited until such
time as a comprehensive geo-technical study has
been prepared and approved by the Town and
Alberta Environmental Protection in conformance
with the Town of Canmore Undermining Guidelines
[GMP – adapted].

ENVIRONMENTAL ENHANCEMENT POLICIES

Promotion of
Environmental
Initiatives

a)

The Town of Canmore, in conjunction with local
interest groups, shall promote environmentallyfriendly initiatives such as:







recycling and waste reduction programs;
the “greening” of construction practices (e.g.
waste separation and recycling), the retention of
existing mature trees;
reduced use of chemical herbicides and
pesticides wherever reasonable;
the protection of natural area buffers within and
between development areas [GMS – adapted]
incorporation of water-saving features in new
developments;
protection of groundwater resources through
wellhead protection planning.

Landscape
Enhancement

b)

Landscaping within public road rights-of-way, trail
systems, and parks should be in accordance with
the Town of Canmore Engineering Standards and
Open Space Development Guidelines. Native trees,
shrubs, and grasses should be retained or planted
wherever
appropriate. Large expanses of
maintained grass or landscaping which would inhibit
natural vegetation succession should be minimized,
except where such natural growth is not consistent
with the Wildfire Interface Guidelines.

Visual Impact
Assessment

c)

Areas of significantly scenic resources shall be
identified during the Area Structure Plan and/or
Area Redevelopment Plan process. Major
development proposals that fall within high quality
visual zones shall provide a visual impact
assessment which will include:
 a three dimensional simulation of the overall
development from important viewpoints showing
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the impact of the development on the site and
the specific scenic resources in the area;
 measures proposed to minimize or enhance the
visual impact of development on the scenic
resources of the area; and
 methods of maintaining and/or re-establishing the
site landscaping following construction.
Views Along Bow
River Open Space
Corridor

d)

Development fronting onto the Bow River open
space system should be designed to retain
important linear view corridors along the river.
Proposed developments that may obstruct or
interfere with important view corridors may be
required to submit a visual impact assessment and
mitigation plan. Landscaping and architectural
design guidelines may be required to ensure
protection of long range views along riverbank
walkways.

Preservation of
Natural Features

e)

Wherever feasible, natural features including
landform and vegetation shall be preserved to
contribute to the natural visual quality, continuity of
tree cover, and screening of development [GMP –
adapted].
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9.0 HEALTHY COMMUNITY SERVICES
9.1

BACKGROUND

In order to provide a high quality of life for permanent residents, the Town of
Canmore will continue to place a high priority on the provision of the broad range
of community safety, cultural, educational and social services that make up a
healthy community. The Town will ensure that strong pressure for development
of tourism and visitor-oriented services does not occur in the absence of
corresponding growth in services for the permanent residents and families that
will support a balanced community.
As evidence of this commitment the Town has adopted a Cultural policy and a
Social Goals policy. The policies contained in these and other official policy
statements of the Town of Canmore cannot be fully encompassed within this
Plan. The Cultural Policy statement underlines the Town’s commitment to
fostering a range of performing arts, literary and visual arts, multi-cultural events,
arts and crafts, historical preservation and interpretation and other initiatives.
The Social Goals report is currently being updated, and underlines the need to
ensure protection of a healthy physical environment, opportunities for education,
training and self-development for residents, adequate child care, youth, family
and senior citizens support programs, and entry-level housing options for all
residents.
One of the defining aspects of Canmore’s quality of life is its vibrant cultural
community and resident support for the aesthetic, social, economic and
environmental benefits of arts and cultural activities. The Town of Canmore
seeks to contribute to a healthy and stimulating environment for the creation,
observation and participation in arts and culture for both residents and visitors
[GMP].
Canmore wants to provide a higher than average level of service to permanent
residents in recreational, cultural, emergency, safety, and social support
services. This goal will be achieved by ensuring that a favorable balance is
maintained in the commercial to residential tax base of the Town and ensuring
that new growth contributes fairly to the cost of maintaining Canmore as a
balanced community.
Other directions include a focus on creating additional institutional, cultural and
educational facilities in Canmore. Arts and crafts and other small scale
businesses and home occupations geared towards visitors to the Town are
economic opportunities supported by the residents of Canmore [GMP].
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9.2

OBJECTIVES

1. To promote balanced growth in Canmore by encouraging economic
opportunities, which provide secure local employment with potential for career
advancement.
2. To increase opportunities for training, education and self improvement within
Canmore in a manner which enhances individual well-being, creativity and
encourages economic stability in the community [GMP].
3. To cooperate with appropriate senior government departments and other
agencies to ensure the provision of health, welfare, social and educational
services that are affordable and accessible to all residents of Canmore.
4. To foster ongoing community awareness, support and participation in cultural
activities and appreciation of culture as an integral part of community life.
(CP)
5. To encourage the maintenance and rehabilitation of Canmore’s significant
historical, archaeological and paleontological sites [GMP-adapted].
6. To ensure that an appropriate level of public emergency services are
provided to meet the demands of growth.

9.3

HEALTHY COMMUNITY SERVICES POLICIES

Diversified Local
Employment

a)

Continue to encourage new businesses and
industries that provide stable employment, personal
development, and education or transferable skills
for local residents [SG].

Training and
Education

b)

Continue to pursue opportunities for establishing
post-secondary educational and training programs
delivered within the community. [GMS, SG].

Cultural Programs

c)

Endeavor to provide cultural resources, programs,
experiences and facilities that effectively serve a
population with varied cultural interests and
backgrounds [CP].

Development of
Cultural Opportunities

d)

Cooperate with community organizations and
individuals
to
provide
cultural
programs,
opportunities and services in Canmore [CP].
Initiatives could include:


establishing community “public spaces” for
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community arts activities; and
establishing a central community
information source [MAF].

events

Library Services

e)

Provide library services as required to meet growth
in public demand and evaluate financial options for
improving the quality and quantity of library holdings
and services [GMP-adapted].

Family Services

f)

Ensure that all residents have access to services
such as childcare, youth programs, counseling and
family activities [SG].

Citizen Involvement

g)

Provide opportunities for residents and local
community groups to participate in municipal
decision making in a meaningful way [SG].

Neighborhood
Services

h)

Encourage the integration of compatible uses such
as child-care services, churches, senior’s
residences and extended care facilities into
appropriate locations in residential neighborhoods.

Special Needs
Facilities

i)

Support the provision of services for special needs
groups and distribute special needs facilities
throughout the Town [GMP].

Hospital and
Extended Care

j)

Participate with the Regional Health Authority to
ensure an appropriate level and quality of hospital
services including extended care services for
seniors.

Community
Contributions

k)

Cooperate with land developers and the business
community to secure contributions toward needed
or desired community facilities such as day care
centers, emergency services, cultural and art
facilities [GMP].

Historical Resources

l)

Ensure the retention of significant
resources through initiatives such as:




historical

prepare an inventory of significant municipal
historical resources;
cooperate with other levels of government,
organizations and individuals to protect
significant historical resources;
provide parking relaxations where appropriate to
encourage the re-use of significant historical
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buildings;
require
a
Historical
Resources
Impact
Assessment where new development is
proposed on sites containing significant historical
resources [GMP-adapted].

Emergency Services

m)

Provide integrated fire, ambulance and disaster
emergency services to meet the needs of residents
and visitors [GMP-adapted].

Emergency Response
Plan

n)

Prepare an Emergency Response Plan and ensure
it is periodically reviewed and adjusted to account
for new development and population growth [GMP].

Sour Gas

o)

Canmore is not an area of known sour gas
reserves. The potential impact of any sour gas
extraction or processing facility will be addressed by
local area plans. In order to address nuisance
and/or environmental concerns, the Town may
establish setbacks that may be greater than the
minimum safety setbacks set out in the Provincial
Subdivision and Development Regulations.

Police Protection

p)

Cooperate with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
to ensure that the level of police protection is
appropriate to meet local needs [GMP].

Crime Prevention
Through
Environmental Design

q)

Evaluate major development proposals with regard
to “Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design” principles and encourage the use of these
principles in new developments.
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PART 5: REGIONAL COOPERATION
1.0 BACKGROUND
The 1996 Banff-Bow Valley Study [BBVS] prepared for Parks Canada clearly
delineates the socio-economic and environmental interdependencies between
Canmore and other Bow Corridor communities. The Bow Valley provides vital
linkage corridors for large mammals between the Kananaskis Valley, Banff
National Park and areas to the north in the MD of Bighorn. These areas in turn
are integral parts of the Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation ecosystem.
Protection of critical ecosystem functions will require cooperation and
coordination of land use policies across a number of jurisdictional boundaries.
Spillover development from Banff, in particular, will create greater interdependencies between the two Towns. Restrictions on available land in
Canmore will result in development pressure on adjacent hamlets and other
areas within the Bow Corridor. Within this context it will be essential to identify
common objectives and coordinate economic and environmental protection
initiatives on a regional basis.

2.0 OBJECTIVES
1. To promote cooperation, ongoing consultation and sharing of information
between the Town of Canmore, the Town of Banff, Banff National Park, ID#5
Kananaskis Country, the MD of Bighorn and the Province of Alberta [GMP].
2. To ensure coordination and consistency in the land use, economic
development and environmental protection policies of the Town of Canmore
and adjacent jurisdictions.

3.0 REGIONAL COOPERATION POLICIES
Regional Planning

a)

Cooperate with adjacent jurisdictions wherever
appropriate to prepare land use, transportation,
employee housing, environmental protection and
economic development policies that address
regional issues in the Bow Corridor.

Existing Land Uses in
Urban Fringe Areas

b)

Work with the MD of Bighorn and I.D. #5
(Kananaskis Country) to identify agreed-upon longterm land use policies for existing land uses along
Highway #1 and #1A such as Dead Man’s Flats,
and Harvie Heights [GMS], and along the Smith-
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Dorrien/Spray Lakes Highway
Canmore Nordic Centre.

such

as

the

Regional Industrial
Land

c)

Seek the cooperation of other regional jurisdictions
to identify appropriate lands to accommodate
future industrial development in the Bow Valley
Corridor.

Rehabilitation of
Regional Resource
Extraction Sites

d)

Cooperate with other regional jurisdictions to
identify existing and future natural resource
extraction areas that warrant ultimate rehabilitation
for environmental protection or for limited serviced
industrial areas.

Regional Housing

e)

Work with other regional jurisdictions to implement
coordinated initiatives to provide an adequate
supply of employee housing within the Bow
Corridor [CHS]

Regional Recreational
Open Space

f)

Cooperate with other regional jurisdictions to
create an integrated regional recreation, trails and
open space system, incorporating wildlife corridors
and regionally oriented public services [GMP].

Referral of Land Use

g)

Where land use and development proposals within
Canmore are deemed to have an impact on an
adjacent jurisdiction, the Town will refer such
proposals to the appropriate adjacent jurisdiction
for review and comment.

Mandatory Referral
Area

h)

Cooperate with adjacent jurisdictions to establish a
reciprocal system of mandatory referrals for all
land use and development applications in close
proximity to the Town boundary.

Regional Utility
Connections

i)

Consider applications from other jurisdictions for
connection to municipal utilities based on the
merits of each application. Such connections
should not conflict with the objectives and policies
of this Municipal Development Plan, should support
development that is environmentally appropriate in
the regional context, and will be subject to
connection charges established by the Town of
Canmore.

Revenue Sharing

j)

Continue to pursue revenue sharing arrangements
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with other communities in the Bow Corridor where
appropriate [GMS].
Bow Corridor
Ecosystem Advisory
Group

k)

Continue to support the Bow Corridor Ecosystem
Advisory Group as a key forum for identifying a
coordinated approach to regional ecosystem
management.

Regional Visitor
Management Strategy

l)

Cooperate with the tourism industry in the
preparation of a Regional Visitor Management
Strategy [BBVS].

Regional Growth
Management

m)

Support and participate in discussions with senior
governments and other jurisdictions in the Bow
Valley toward the preparation of a Regional Growth
Management Strategy [BBVS].

Provincial
Involvement

n)

Continue to encourage the participation of the
Province of Alberta in regional land use issues
affecting residents and visitors to Canmore and the
Bow Corridor through mechanisms such as direct
Provincial involvement, and cost sharing of
planning studies and programs [GMP -adapted].

Regional Shuttle Bus
Service

o)

Work with the Town of Banff, regional tourism
agencies, and potential service providers to
establish an inter-municipal shuttle bus service that
effectively serves residents and visitors of both
Banff and Canmore.

Waste Management

p)

Continue to support and work with the Bow Valley
Waste Management Commission to develop long
term, regionally based, and environmentally sound
solutions to solid waste management issues.

Recreation

q)

Continue to cooperate with the MD of Bighorn to
provide regional recreation opportunities in
accordance with a Bow Corridor Joint Use
Agreement.

Emergency Services

r)

Maintain and upgrade fire, ambulance and disaster
emergency services as required to meet the needs
of residents and visitors as defined in a BowCorridor Joint-Use Agreement [GMP].
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Intermunicipal
Development Plan

s)

Cooperate with adjacent jurisdictions to establish
agreed-upon terms of reference for preparation of
an Intermunicipal Development Plan.
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PART 6: IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING
1.0 BACKGROUND
The objectives and policy statements contained in this MDP require a strategy for
implementation and a process for review and updating. This section of the Plan
provides policies that will guide the implementation of the land use policies over
time.
Implementation responsibility will lie primarily with Town Council and the
Planning and Development staff. Implementation will occur primarily through
administration of the Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw, and the subdivision
approval authority of Council. These regulatory tools provide the conditions for
approval of new land uses and subdivisions on specific sites throughout the
Town. Decisions with respect to new land use bylaw designations and
subdivision approvals should conform to the policies contained in this MDP.
Implementation will also occur through the Town’s budget process. In setting
spending priorities the Town can effectively influence the timing for the provision
of both hard and soft services required to accommodate new development. In
certain cases, development may need to be delayed until adequate funding
and/or resources are in place to accommodate the needs of growth.
The MDP policies in this section also provide a generalized description of the
additional detailed plans that will be required prior to development or
redevelopment approvals in specific areas. These priorities for detailed planning
and for “phasing” of development in future growth areas is intended to ensure
that new development occurs in a sequence that is orderly and economic.
Plan monitoring and review will occur on a regular basis to ensure that
development is being effectively guided by MDP policies. In response to
changing development trends, unanticipated external forces, or changes in
Council priorities, amendments to the MDP may be required to add additional or
strengthened policies, or to delete outdated or unworkable policies. Any changes
to the MDP will require advertisement and full public participation as required
under the provisions of this Plan and the Municipal Government Act.
During the next 5 to 10 years there will continue to be a need to accommodate
and guide appropriate development in future growth areas, along with relatively
small-scale infill and redevelopment projects in selected existing built-up areas,
and improvements to community focal points such as the Town Centre. In five to
ten years, it is expected that redevelopment and infill issues within the restricted
land base of the Town may predominate growth patterns. At this future date,
policies with respect to rates of growth and type of growth to be accommodated
through redevelopment may be the appropriate focus for future revisions or
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updates to the MDP. In any case, this MDP should be comprehensively
reviewed every five years to ensure it continues to effectively guide development
within the Town.

2.0 OBJECTIVES
1. To ensure the implementation of this Plan proceeds in a coordinated and
cost-effective manner.
2. To provide for monitoring, review and updating of the MDP from time to time.
3. To equitably allocate the costs of new infrastructure development and the
operating costs of public facilities.
4. To anticipate the rate of growth in order to minimize negative financial
impacts on the Town of Canmore.
5. To minimize capital expenditures on infrastructure through the promotion of
efficient patterns of development.

3.0 IMPLEMENTATION RESPONSIBILITY POLICIES
Town Council Role

a)

The Canmore Town Council shall initiate and
oversee the planning recommendations, programs
and committees necessary to fulfill the objectives
of this Plan.

Public Role

b)

Council shall provide for public participation in the
land use planning process and consider the advice
from a full range of public interest groups in making
decisions relative to the objectives and policies
contained in this Plan.

Planning and
Development
Department

c)

The Canmore Planning and Development
Department along with other appropriate municipal
departments and advisory committees shall
implement the planning and policy statements
contained in this Plan with ongoing consultation
with Town Council [GMP].
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Initial Review

d)

The Planning and Development Department shall
assume primary responsibility for the initial review
of all land use, subdivision and development
proposals prior to submission to the appropriate
Approval Authority and shall ensure the
participation of appropriate government agencies,
private groups and municipal departments during
the review process [GMP].

Assignment

e)

Council shall assign specific tasks to various
boards, agencies, and ad-hoc citizen’s committees
related to the implementation, monitoring, and
review of specific MDP policies [GMP].

Advisory
Committees

f)

Council will continue to seek input from key
advisory committees such as the Thresholds and
Monitoring Committee and the Environmental
Advisory Review Committee. The specific terms of
reference for these Committees will be established
by Council.

4.0 LOCAL AREA PLAN POLICIES
Conformity with the
MDP

a)

All future statutory area plans, including revisions
to existing statutory planning documents shall
conform to the objectives and policies of the
Canmore MDP.

Changes to the MDP

b)

Changes to the MDP should demonstrate
substantial benefit to the community, be supported
by the community (in Council’s view), not cause
unacceptable impact to the community, and meet
the policies and criteria of the MDP.

Future Planning
Area Plans

c)

An Area Structure Plan, Area Re-development
Plan or Conceptual Scheme of Subdivision shall be
approved by Council prior to subdivision or
development approval in Future Planning Areas, as
per Map 7.

Area Structure Plan’s
and Conceptual
Schemes

d)

Area Structure Plans and/or Conceptual Schemes
of Subdivision shall address the following, among
other matters to the satisfaction of Council:



sequence of development;
general land uses;
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Area Redevelopment
Plans

e)

Certain areas within the existing built-up portion of
the Town that are experiencing redevelopment
pressure may require preparation of an Area
Redevelopment Plan. An Area Redevelopment
Plan shall address the following among other
matters to the satisfaction of Council:












Social and Economic
Impact Assessment
BYLAW 31-2001

f)

location of major roadways and utilities;
design guidelines and architectural controls;
environmental
impact
statement
or
environmental impact assessment;
wildlife mitigation initiatives;
visual impact assessment;
wildlife corridors and crossings;
groundwater and wellhead protection measures;
location of buffer zones;
any reasonable additional information.
Sustainability Screening Report
23-2007

objectives of the plan;
public participation program;
specific future land uses;
sequence of re-development;
proposed replacement or improvements to
public roadways, utilities and other services;
groundwater
and
wellhead
protection
measures;
requirements for recreational, school and other
community facilities;
urban design concept and architectural
guidelines for new development;
socio-economic impact assessment;
removal, rehabilitation, or protection of land
uses and buildings.
Sustainability Screening Report
23-2007

Council may require submission of a professional
social and economic impact assessment in support
of proposed ASP’s, ARP’s, or major development
applications where Council requires such
information to evaluate conformity of the
development proposal with the objectives of this
Plan. When an economic impact assessment is
prepared, then the Tourism Economic Impact
Model (TEIM) method of assessment used by
Alberta Economic Development should be utilized,
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unless otherwise directed by Council. At its
discretion, Council may request sources and
rationale for discount rates and multipliers
applicable and may direct amendments to the
assumptions and methodology contained in the
TEIM assessment, if Council deems that particular
circumstances warrant such changes.
As a
general guideline, social impact assessments
should address:







Designation of
Planning Areas

g)

Temporary and permanent employment;
Municipal and senior government revenues and
costs;
Identification and description of unquantifiable
costs and benefits;
Provision of social, educational, and health
service requirements [GMP].
Mitigation planning and the creation of
mitigation measures for incremental changes
before these changes occur:
Benchmarks and monitoring and establishing
measurement standards:
Participation and public involvement in the
assessment process.

The following areas as illustrated in Map 7 will
require specific planning studies in order to realize
the objectives of this MDP:
TeePee Town.............. Area Redevelopment Plan
Mineside...................... Area Redevelopment Plan
Palliser ...................................Area Structure Plan
Town Centre &
Gateway Areas............ Commercial Concept Plan
Three Sisters Resorts:
 Phase 1 .Conceptual Scheme of Subdivision
 Three Sisters Creek........Area Structure Plan
 Stewart Creek..................Area Structure Plan
East Canmore ....................Area Structure Plan(s)

5.0

MUNICIPAL FINANCE POLICIES
a)
Work with senior governments to identify sources
of funding for infrastructure and other community
needs.

New Funding
Sources
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Financial
Performance

b)

Endeavor to meet or exceed established provincial
guidelines for municipal financial performance
[GMP].

User Pay
Mechanisms

c)

Implement user-pay mechanisms where required
to avoid delay in the provision of needed facilities,
and consider a graduated fee schedule for
permanent residents, non-permanent residents,
regional residents, and visitors.

Discretionary User
Pay Services

d)

Differentiate between services provided to the
general public and services for particular interest
groups. Discretionary municipal services provided
to special interest groups may be provided on a
user-pay, cost recovery basis.

Duplication of
Services

e)

Cooperate with adjacent municipalities and other
authorities to avoid duplication of municipal
services when feasible and desirable.

Special Area Funding

f)

Seek recognition by the provincial government of
the
extraordinary
cost
associated
with
accommodating growth in Canmore and seek
special area funding to defray these costs [GMP].

Provincial
Government
Initiatives

g)

Seek appropriate financial commitments when
provincial government initiatives impose new
financial responsibilities upon the Town.

Off-Site Development
Servicing Costs

h)

Recover all appropriate costs for off-site services
from developers on a pro-rata basis [GMP].

Growth Control

i)

Monitor and manage the rate, type, and location of
future growth to maintain good financial
performance and high quality services to residents.

Efficient Capital and
Operating
Expenditure

j)

Control capital expenditures to minimize excess
infrastructure capacity and consider the operating
cost associated with capital improvements with a
view to optimizing the financial impact on the Town
and residents of Canmore.

6.0 GROWTH PHASING POLICIES
Controlled Growth

a)

Monitor growth and control the annual rate of
growth in residential units where required to protect
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the quality of life enjoyed in Canmore and desired
in the future.
Growth Management
Tools

b)

Use available tools to achieve growth management
objectives
of
increasing
the
commercial
assessment base and restricting the rate of
population growth to an average of 6% per year.
Growth management tools include:






Existing and/or future annual growth phasing
agreements with landowners in future growth
areas;
Council control of new development through the
Land Use Bylaw redesignation process;
Area Structure Plan, Area Redevelopment Plan,
and Commercial Concept Plan policies;
Capital budget phasing of major utility and
infrastructure extensions;
Council control of new development as
Subdivision Approval Authority.

Annual Review of
Residential Quotas

c)

Currently approved (May 1998) residential growth
quotas allow new land use approvals to
accommodate 1,107 new residential units
(excluding staff accommodation and other units
excluded under the 1995 Growth Management
Policy) during the 1995-1999 five-year period,
including 307 units in 1998 and 321 units in 1999.
Council will review residential growth quota targets
on an annual basis in accordance with the
objectives and policies contained in this MDP.

Residential
Dwellings Excluded
From Growth
Management

d)

Secondary rental suites and qualified staff
accommodation units that are maintained as longterm staff accommodation units to the satisfaction
of Council shall not be included in, or restricted by
annual residential growth quotas. Council may
also approve special needs housing and housing
that provides perpetually affordable housing
options
to
the
satisfaction
of
Council,
notwithstanding any residential growth quotas that
may be in effect.

Update of Land Use
Bylaw

e)

The Land Use Bylaw will be updated to generally
reflect the Land Use Plan described in Map 2 of
this MDP.

Phasing of

f)

Planning and development of land within Future
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Development in
Future Growth Areas

Growth Areas will be undertaken in sequential
phases as illustrated in Map 8. Reasonable leadtime will be allowed for planning, servicing and
development of subsequent phases prior to
completion of build-out in a previous phase.

Interim Land Uses

g)

Interim land uses in future growth areas will be
discouraged.
However, Council will consider
proposals for interim land use based on sitespecific merits.

Build-Out Residential
Population

h)

The policies of this MDP and existing land
designations under the Town of Canmore Land
Use Bylaw will accommodate an ultimate
population of approximately 30,000 persons
(including
permanent
and
non-permanent
household residents) at the time of build-out within
the Urban Growth Boundary (see Table 1).
Additional growth beyond this build-out population
may occur through development or redevelopment
at higher densities where determined to be
economically and environmentally appropriate.

Build-Out Visitor
Accommodation
Units

i)

Existing approved land use designations in new
Resort Centre and Future Growth Areas will
accommodate an additional 2,750 visitor
accommodation units in addition to the existing
inventory of approximately 1,300 units already built
within the Town. Additional capacity for Visitor
Accommodation development is designated within
the central Canmore commercial areas. There is
sufficient
land
designated
for
Visitor
Accommodation Development in Future Growth
Areas to accommodate long-term demand.
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TABLE 1:
ESTIMATED RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNITS AND POPULATION AT
BUILD-OUT OF FUTURE GROWTH AREAS (MEDIUM SCENARIO)

A: EXISTING (1997 CENSUS)

DWELLING
UNITS*

POP. PER
UNIT

POPULATION*

4,169

2.5**

10,483

B: DESIGNATED CAPACITY IN FUTURE GROWTH AREAS
Eagle Terrace
Silver Tip (includes staff housing)
Three Sisters (includes staff housing)
Subtotal

417
1,535
3,607
5,559

2.5
2.5
2.5

1,042
3,837
9,017
13,896

Secondary Suites (@ 25% of subtotal)

1,390

2.0

2,780

SUBTOTAL

6,949

16,676

11,118

27,159

C: TOTAL AT BUILD-OUT
D: TIMING TO BUILD-OUT OF
FUTURE GROWTH AREAS *

16-17 YEARS / 2014

(based on 6% unit growth per year)

E: INTENSIFICATION OF EXISTING
800
BUILT-UP AREAS
(infill and redevelopment) based on
an average of 50 units per year for
16 years)
F: TOTAL (2014)

*

11,918

2.5

2,000

29,159

Includes permanent and non-permanent population.

** Includes vacant, under construction, and unknown units. Projections assume a similar
proportion of vacant, under construction and unknown units is carried forward in future years.
Note that build-out would occur earlier than 2014 if annual growth in residential units
proceeds at an average annual rate greater than 6% per year.
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7.0 PLAN MONITORING POLICIES
Annual MDP
Progress Report

a)

The Planning and Development Department shall
prepare an annual report to Council addressing the
effectiveness, and progress to date in
implementing the policies of this MDP. The report
should identify events that are not consistent with
the Plan; new issues not addressed in the Plan and
provide recommendations regarding possible
amendments [GMP].

Visitor
Accommodation
Inventory

b)

The Town of Canmore shall maintain an inventory
of Visitor Accommodation units and an annual
report that identifies additions and deletions to the
inventory of visitor accommodation units.

Tourism Monitoring

c)

The Town will cooperate with the Canmore
Tourism Agency to monitor and assess the
cumulative environmental, social and economic
impact of resort and visitor accommodation
development. This information should be used to
assist Council and private landowners in
determining the appropriate timing, location or
design for new visitor accommodation or tourismrelated developments [GMP-adapted].

Three Sisters Growth
Phasing Report

d)

The Planning and Development Department will
prepare an annual report that identifies the amount
and stage of development within the Three Sisters/
east Canmore Growth Corridor relative to the
development and annual growth staging provisions
contained in Direct Control Bylaw #1-98.

Thresholds and
Monitoring
Committee

e)

The Thresholds and Monitoring Committee shall
monitor key indicators and provide an annual
report to Council with information on the social,
economic and environmental health of Canmore.

Shadow Population

f)

Council will continue to monitor the balance of
permanent
and
non-permanent
household
residents within the Town with a goal to achieve a
balance.
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8.0 PLAN AMENDMENT POLICIES
Amendments

Public Review
Amendments

Comprehensive
Review

of

a)

Council shall consider possible amendments to this
MDP from time to time to respond appropriately to
changing
or
unforeseen
circumstances.
Applications to amend the Municipal development
Plan shall include a Sustainability Screening
Report.
23(Z)2007

b)

Council will ensure effective public information and
consultation in support of proposed amendments
to this MDP.

c)

A comprehensive review of this MDP should be
undertaken
at
the
direction
of
Council
approximately five years following adoption of the
Plan.
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